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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The “Planet Lockdown Part 2” interview above features :nance guru Catherine Austin Fitts,

founder of the Solari Report. (To get a taste of what you’ll :nd in the Solaris Report, you can

download this previous 2020 issue.) You many think you previously saw this but most likely it

was Part 1.

Fitts has spent decades exposing corruption and fraud, both within the banking industry and

government, and corruption and fraud are driving forces in the COVID pandemic as well. She got

her start on Wall Street, where she had a successful career for over a decade.

In 1989, she became the assistant secretary of Housing and Urban Development under the Bush

administration. After 18 months, she resigned, but while there, she discovered how technology

could make the :nancing of neighborhoods more productive.

“Government money was destroying neighborhoods, not helping them,” she says, but private

entrepreneurs could take this new technology and :nance privately. To that end, Fitts started an

investment bank and broker dealer named Hamilton Securities Group.

A couple of years later, they were hired by the federal housing administration to be the lead

:nancial adviser, which gave Fitts access to “incredibly rich databases about how the real estate,

land and a lot of the mortgage :nancing and home building works in America's 3,100 counties.”

Fitts continues:

“Then I entered a period where I litigated with the federal government for 11 years. The

Department of Justice seized all the databases and all the software tools, and I litigated

with the federal government. That's [what] forced me to really dive into how the control

systems were working.

When I was in Wall Street, I saw how the Fnancial control systems worked, but since so

much is rigged through the central bank and through government, it gave me a chance to

really see how government worked on the covert side, and how that related to Wall Street

and Washington.”

Our Retirement Funds Have Been Looted

In 1998, trillions of dollars started to get sucked out of the U.S. government, Fitts says. In

essence, it was “a coup d'etat by :nancial means.” She realized then the extent to which our

government was siphoning — stealing — the money. “They were stealing everybody's retirement,”

Fitts says.

“Everybody's going to retire in 20 or 30 years, but they were going to steal the money up

front. So, by the time we got to where we are now, the money would be gone and they

could turn to everybody and say, ‘Well, we can't really afford your retirement.’”

On Wall Street, you have markets and monetary policy run by the central banks, and then you

have the electorate, which in]uences :scal policy and the government. So, it’s a dual pillar

system. Markets are managed centrally. So, central banks, which control monetary policy, can

simply print money, and the military then makes sure the money is taken up, which keeps

everything liquid. Fitts explains:

“The economic equation is: Can you make more money from printing than you have to

spend on the military and making the system go? I'll give you an example. In the 1980s,

we had a period of tremendous monetary expansion. In the last year of the decade, in ‘89,

there was a huge Fght in the Doolan partnership [Furey, Doolan & Abell LLP] about how

much money should be paid to the traders for bonuses.

I had a wonderful partner who did a study, showing that ... if instead of having traders in

the seats, we'd had chimpanzees, we would've made more money. It was very interesting

because you'd go out to the Hamptons on the weekends and you'd ... hear everybody

talking about making fantastic amounts of money because they were brilliant and

geniuses and smart and clever.

But it wasn't [because of their smarts]. It was just simply the monetary policy ]oating the

boats ... A lot of the money comes from economic warfare. So, [when] you pump up the

dollar, you're moving money out of the U.S. government. As we're coming through this big

change of globalization, you loan massive amounts of dollars.

And then all of a sudden you pull all the loans. You throw them into a dead-end trap. You

pull the money and then they get a crash. Now your dollar is high. So, you go and buy up

everything on the cheap.

The governance structure that existed before the Fnancial coup was basically: You have

the central banks running monetary policy, and then you have the sovereign government

running Fscal policy. The citizens pay taxes to the sovereign government, and they elect

representatives who have something say about how that Fscal money gets [divided] up.

Then you have private central bankers and private interests who control monetary policy

and are relatively independent of the Fscal. What we’ve seen [is that] ... the less the

government has information sovereignty and Fnancial sovereignty, the more dependent it

is on the central bankers.

So, as the government have levered up with debt and lost their informational and

Fnancial sovereignty — part of this is what's happened with digital technology — the

central bankers have gotten more and more powerful.

Since Fscal [year] 1998, we've had what I call the Fnancial coup d'etat. So, in the United

States, up to $100 trillion have been moved out. Dr. Skidmore and I did a study, and as of

2015, the number was $21 trillion ...

At that exact time, we had $20 trillion of debt. So, there was more money disappearing

than there was debt. [So, they were taking that] money out. That's the Fnancial coup. Now

that the money is out, you can collapse the government.”

Why Central Bankers Are Intentionally Collapsing Government

Importantly, Fitts stresses that government doesn’t have the power to make illegal transactions.

The central banks — which are privately owned — must be involved in order for that to occur. The

private banks “are doing it for them,” Fitts explains.

“So, we’ve now reached the point where the central banks are moving in and basically

taking control of Fscal policy as well,” she says. “And this is why there's such a big debate

about election fraud.

Essentially the computer systems are controls for the elections, and essentially, the

citizens or taxpayers have lost any say. If you look at polls over the last 10 years, the

citizens want the country to go to the right, and Congress votes to go to the left. That's

because increasingly these people are controlled and dependent on what the central

bankers want.

There's a great interview that Chuck Schumer, the senator from New York did at the

beginning of the Trump administration, where he basically said that if Trump thinks he's

going to contradict or defy the CIA, he’s dreaming; they have 50 ways from Sunday to get

you. And traditionally, if you look at the U.S. intelligence agencies, they basically worked

for the central bankers.

So, what's happening is we're watching a reengineering of this Fscal line. You’re basically

looking at the central bankers moving to put into place a system that will allow them to

extract tax without representation. That's the trick, Fnancially. How do you force the

citizens to pay taxes with no representation?

Of course, they're using the pandemic to roll in the system that will make it possible for

them to achieve that. Naomi Wolf has done a very good job of describing this, and she

said, ‘Vaccine passports are the end of human liberty in the west.’

She's right, because ultimately, what it's going to evolve into is a Fnancial transaction

system where, if you don't behave, the central banks can take money right out of your

account. They can stop you from transacting.”

An example Fitts gives is, say the central bankers (read totalitarian rulers of the whole world)

don’t want you to be able to travel. They want you to stay put where you are. They can easily

accomplish this, in this planned system, by programming your electric car such that it cannot

operate past that :ve-mile boundary line.

They will also have full control over the function of money in this system, meaning they can

decide what you are allowed to spend your money on. They could decide they don’t want you to

have fresh food, so you can only use the central bank digital currency for processed food.

We’ve Been Lured to Create Our Own Prison

The central bankers are nothing if not clever when it comes to prototyping. They don’t do

anything without :rst running many tests to see what will work best. But they don’t just hire top

experts. No, instead, they persuade the top developers that they can make a ton of money by

developing these prototypes. They make it fun and innovative, allowing skilled people to come up

with the ideas.

Once a successful prototype has been identi:ed, they then build their own version of that. In the

case of cryptocurrencies, their version is a central bank digital currency under centralized control.

Another part of the complete system is the smart grid, which was prototyped, developed and

rolled out in recent years. The smart grid is, of course, a requirement for the surveillance

apparatus that is at the heart of it all.

While all of these things, cryptocurrencies, the smart grid, arti:cial intelligence technologies and

the like, are marketed as a way to make us all freer, the intended result is a global prison system

where no one is free. The good news here is that they must get the general population to build

their own prisons. The answer then, is that once you see how it’s done, you can just stop. Stop

building the prison walls. Stop building and contributing to the surveillance grid.

This could mean quitting your job if you work for a company that is involved in developing and

building technologies intended for this control grid. But even if you don’t actually perform work

that helps build it, you are still participating in the control grid structure by using surveillance

tools like Facebook and Google.

By allowing smart meters to be installed in your home, by buying and using AI-based

technologies and “smart” technologies, by allowing GPS tracking on your phone and so on. If you

don’t want to contribute to building this global prison, you have to actually take action and change

how and who you do business with.

“If you look at a lot of the Fnancial fraud over the last 20 years in the United States, the

leader of that Fnancial fraud in many cases was JP Morgan Chase. Yet statistics show

that 50% of Americans bank or have credit cards or other relationships with JP Morgan

Chase.

In 1998, when I Frst realized what was happening with the mortgage fraud and JP

Morgan Chase was at the heart of it, I was writing a check on a JP Morgan Chase

banking account. And I said, ‘Why am I banking [with JP Morgan]? Why am I allowing my

funds to be used as deposits to engineer Fnancial fraud? I've got to come clean.’

Forget about protesting. If tomorrow, everybody woke up and said, ‘You know, I'm not

going to bank with the New York fed member banks,’ the change would be dramatic,

because if you look at where we're banking and who we're working for and who we're

associating with, we're helping them do this.

Remember this is an all-digital system. One aspect of this is currency, but the other is a

one-way mirror where you have 24/7 surveillance and data. So not only can I watch you

24/7 and collect data from your body, from your mind, from your activities, but then I can

stop you from moving around spatially, or I can turn off your ability to transact.”

The Control System and Transaction System Are One

As noted by Fitts, the system being built is both a control system and a transaction system. The

transaction system, however, is not based on what we consider a real currency. It’s actually the

end of currencies, because in this system, you can never take the currency out of the bank and

put it in your pocket. You can only conduct transactions that are validated and approved through

and by the central bank.

Remember, the 24/7 surveillance system “can literally get the human race to be connected to the

cloud, to the AI, the software and the robots,” Fitts says. “We're talking about connecting the

human race to a cloud where they teach the AI, the software and the robots, how to do their jobs.”

In short, we are actively engineering a future where we, humans, have been largely eliminated

from the workplace.

Those who remain will be integrated with robotics. “In other words, whether I have a human do

that job, or whether I have a robot do that job, I can manage them in the same system if I can

have them all hooked up to the cloud and communicating with each other.”

Basically, what we’re looking at is transhumanism, and we’re quite literally dehumanizing

ourselves. This system will also do away with markets, because what we think of as markets will

be micromanaged and optimized through arti:cial intelligence and software.

What Do You Want?

Knowing this, the options become rather simple. As noted by Fitts, we can have a human

civilization, or we can have an inhuman civilization. We can have a :nancial system where private

monopoly controls the printing of money, or we can have a decentralized system.

I agree with Fitts, who states that the world she wants to live in is where the :nancial printing

press has been decentralized, and where we are committed to human civilization — not a

transhumanist one run by technocrats. As crazy as this transhuman technocratic future may

sound to the everyday person, it’s clear the technocrats believe their system can work.

“I think they believe it can work because of the one-way mirror,” Fitts says. “[Let’s say] you

have a one-way year where you have 100% access to the data, 24/7, of all the people on

this side of the mirror.

Remember, once you engineer all this secret money in taxation without representation,

they [the people] can't see behind the mirror. The thing that punches a hole in the mirror

is transparency about government money, and no taxation without representation.”

Creating a Breakaway Civilization

This is why the central bank takeover of the sovereign governments is so important, because this

takeover allows them to create a system in which the two sides of the mirror are two entirely

separate civilizations. Those behind the mirror — you and I — cannot see what the technocrats

are doing on the other side, while they can see every last thing we do and say. “You're literally

talking about a parallel universe,” Fitts says.

Those behind the mirror, the technocratic rulers, do not obey any law that applies to those of us

on the other side of the mirror. They are not subject to the law. They have complete immunity

from prosecution.

“They can engage in systematic violation of what you and I think of as the law, with

impunity,” Fitts says. “And if you look at how much money has been moved out in the

Fnancial coup, they can literally become a parallel civilization.”

They’re Trying to Sell You on Being a Serf

The vaccine passport is clearly the tool of choice for the authoritarian globalists’ plan to deprive

you and your family of your freedom and personal liberties. This :nancial coup is 20 years in the

making. They voted on the “direct reset” plan (aka The Great Reset), they wrote the plan, and

have been implementing that plan, year by year, step by step.

We’re now in the end game, Fitts says, where they need to consolidate everything. Now, with their

vote for The Great Reset, the central bankers made the decision to put 500 million people out of

work over the next year alone.

“That's the equivalent of dropping several nuclear bombs around the world. That's

Fnancial warfare, and they made it intentionally,” Fitts says. “They made it knowingly. It

was a plan. And what is very important to understand, when you think about this

pandemic, is people are not dying from magic viruses.

People are dying from tyranny, they're dying from a great poisoning. That's part of that

tyranny, but our problem, and the thing we need to be afraid of, is tyranny. Because the

tyranny needs, and is about to get much, much worse.

It's the passports and that system of central bank digital control that will give them the

ability to do that. The world economic forum calls it The Great Reset, which is kind of the

marketing ... The World Economic Forum guys make it interesting and fashionable [to

say] ‘In 2030, you own nothing, and you're happy.’

Now, what I hear is ‘It's 2030, the direct reset has stolen all your money, taken all your

assets, and they've got your mind-controlled.’ The Great Reset is to sell people on a vision

of a world where the average person has a much smaller command on resources and

assets, and is subject to complete central control.

Part of what you're dealing with is that human beings crave coherence. And so, if you can

put them in a state of incoherence, they will literally do anything they can to get back to

coherence. It's a torture mechanism. If you study torture, it's a typical torture tactic ...

That's why you see all these people saying, ‘If you just accept the passports, you’ll be

free. Or if you get the vaccination, you'll be free. They have spent a fortune since World

War II on Fguring out how to use digital technology, telecommunications and media to

implement mind control much more economically and much more broadly. And one of

the things I think they're very enthusiastic about how well it has worked.”

Watch the Financial Transactions

When will it stop working? When enough of us can see what they’re doing. For example, it’s

important to realize that, during this pandemic, people have been bought out of the labor market

with federal assistance that pays them more than they were making while working.

This strategy has severely impeded small businesses from getting the labor they need to keep

going, and according to Fitts, this is all part of the plan to bankrupt all small businesses.

Of course, the next step will be to require the COVID jab for anyone who wants to collect

unemployment or other :nancial assistance, as the vaccine passport is combined and integrated

with the new all-digital central bank transaction system. Step by step, everyone is being herded

into the new control system. But remember, we can stop it, because we’re doing it to ourselves.

The problem is, ending tyranny almost always requires some kind of sacri:ce. End tyranny is

rarely a comfortable or pro:table venture. That said, there are countless ways to :ght back.

Prayer War Room and Other Suggestions

Fitts tells the story of a woman :ghting corruption in her hometown. She was scared because

taking it to the next level would require her to go public, and she was a very private person. Fitts

suggested she watch the :lm “War Room,” a Christian movie about prayer. “Start a war room and

just :ght them through prayer,” Fitts told her. Apparently, it worked wonders.

“So, there are many different ways to Fght, and you could Fght in a way that's

comfortable. Some people organize, some people are bringing lawsuits. Some people are

lobbying. Some people are moving and going to another jurisdiction. Some people are

pulling their money out of JP Morgan Chase.

There are many different ways to do it. If you're working for a big bank or big corporation,

start working on building the skills and the resources and the wherewithal you need to

start something yourself. Start learning. It's called DIY — do it yourself.

Start looking at your Fnancial picture and Fguring out ... how you can collapse your

income statement and your balance sheet to something which is much more resilient,

locally, and doing it yourself.

We don't need to get mortgaged up and get dependent on the system. The third thing is,

for God's sakes, go out and get yourself a great bank. Particularly if you're in the United

States, there are lots of great banks and great bankers ... who also don't want the central

bankers controlling everything.

I know a lot of community bank presidents who don't want to be controlled by the New

York Fed ... So, the Frst thing you need to do is swing your money out of — if you’re

invested in the New York fed member banks, or in the big corporations that are running

government this way — swing your money out of those stocks and start investing in

building a local food system.

Who's your farmer, who's your rancher? Where are you going to get high-quality fresh

food? There is tremendous opportunity to build out the local, fresh food systems. If you
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food? There is tremendous opportunity to build out the local, fresh food systems. If you

take the time and have patience, there are very good investments to be had there.

[Next, know] who's your sheriff. The entire enforcement within a county area is controlled

by the sheriff [in the U.S.], and in most counties, the sheriff is elected. Not all but most.

The feds cannot come in and do an enforcement action unless the sheriff allows it to

occur.

[Why should you] care about who your state legislators are? Because the state legislators

have the power to say no to the federal government, particularly if you're not willing to

escrow your taxes and get into this taxation without representation.

So, go through your Fnancial statement and your balance sheet and get the bad guys out

of your money and start supporting the local guys who are willing to support the rule of

law ...

I had a former client who called me and said, ‘I just sold a house, and I want to know,

should I put the money into real estate or precious metals?’ And I said, what's the point of

having assets? If you don't have an army to protect them, meaning if you don't have

litigators, state legislators and sheriffs who are willing to go protect your assets, your

assets are worthless; you'll lose them.

So, she took the money and gave it to a group of litigators who were litigating some of

what's going on right now. Anytime you can make an investment that permanently

reduces your expenses, you're better off to do it yourself. So instead of paying your water

bill, build a well. In other words, get your money out of Fnancing the guys who are doing

this to you, and get your money into Fnancing yourself, your friends or people you know.

Trust me, if tyranny controls everything, and tyranny can operate above the law, then

nothing's going to work. This is a war. And if we don't stand up and Fght it, now, there will

be no way to wiggle around this. There's no way to outplay it. There's no place to run.

There's no place to go. So, you've got to stand and Fght back ...

We have a choice. Everybody has a choice. So, stop building the prison, stop helping

these guys and start creating friction. We don't have to go along. And we're the ones who

are building the prison. So, you have to bring transparency to what's going on, and then

you have to take action.

We're not all going to make it out of this process alive. It’s war. That's what happens in a

war, but human liberty is worth Fghting for. We're living in a world where there are two

visions, and the top 1% have a vision of us as a natural resource, [while] we have a vision

of us as individuals with sovereign rights that come to us by divine authority.”

As noted by Fitts, these are two extraordinarily different visions. One option is a society where all

people have the ability to exercise our potential. In the other, only a few get to exercise their

potential, while the rest have no opportunity at all. We’re in the end game. It’s all or nothing at this

point. There’s no middle ground.

In the end, Fitts and I both believe the plan will fail, but ONLY if we all do our part to prevent it.

What’s more, we also need to prepare for what comes after their plan fails. This too could be just

as challenging. Fitts notes in conclusion:

“I tell people, while the Titanic is sinking, grab some planks and deck chairs and start

building your ark, because these guys are going to make a huge mess. This is a mess.

And if you look at what they're trying to do, it's very hard, it's very complicated. I think it's

going to fail.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.
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COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,361 ratings

ORDER NOW
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stanleybecker
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having viewed the video and read the article - the statement that resonated the most was the either/ or scenario that Fitts presents -

either we remain  as carrion for the vultures to feed upon or we throw off the chains of enslavement that we are being incrementally

absorbed by and declare ourselves as SOVEREIGN BEINGS whose existence granted to us by some Higher Power that obliges us to

show gratitude - what pleasure is there for creating a Penal Colony {as Kafka saw it} -

the blandishments that propaganda whispers in our ears as to the advantages of being a voluntary prisoner are part of a stealth

conspiracy to enable a few mindless Power Junkies to manipulate and control our destiny - this is a NO BRAINER that Zombie Culture

has been checkmated into paying the price for their BRAIN DEAD acquiescence - so much of CONSUMER SOCIETY is super]uous -  you

don't need their stuff - stop buying in to your own undoing!! - get rid of all the jetsam - it weighs you down and is quite unnecessary -

start today by not buying anything - get used to not spending - become lighter in body and SOUL - salvation is possible but only if you

change
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eileenruth
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Such great advice Stanley....use what you have, and reuse again.....it's been my motto for ages. Life free or die is how I see it!

Liberty is life itself! We, the people, can make a difference....I feel it, trust in it and know it will happen! Do not comply...stand tall

and hold the line!  Deep gratitude for Dr. Mercola and all of his commenters for keeping me sane and hopeful through all of this.
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ccdavid
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Hi Stanley, yes the zombies need to wake up...  As stated: "The problem is, ending tyranny almost always requires some kind of

sacri:ce. Ending tyranny is rarely a comfortable or pro:table venture. That said, there are countless ways to :ght back." So, what

we need is a sacri:ce that is so easy that even a cave man can do it... Here is an idea: 1) Just SAY NO. Do not do what you are

told. This used to be so easy that it was normal, or at least expected... 2) Just STOP DOING things: stop working, stop buying,

stop paying taxes. This is called going on strike. Still easy.

3) Wait until the whole house of corruption comes to a grinding halt and collapses. A little challenging, but very amusing. This is

a simple 3 step process to bring about a complete revolution/government replacement without any violence.  If we refuse to play,

the game ends. The problem is that even this simple exercise exceeds the capabilities of the current lost generation(s). So, evil

remains and grows stronger as the sheep comply. No one learns from history. It must be repeated ad in:nitum.
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Hi Stan.  You said: Start today by not buying, become lighter in body and soul. The WEF guys agree with you ‘In 2030, you own

nothing, and you're happy.'  Get rid of all the jetsam, you said. Good advice, but how about the ]otsam? Sure, to a degree you can

stop buying, but you still need basic things like water, electricity, etc. Big companies, like Nestle and Coca cola buying up water

wells all over the world, same parts have monopolies so they can control the price of water. In some parts cola is cheaper than

water. You can stop buying, but you still have to pay taxes. States made huge debts for the Covid pandemic, and we have to pay

for it, like we did for the banking crises in 2008, we had to bail banks out, and taxes went up.

Since 2008 the ECB bought 8,5 trillion to save countries and companies. The aggregate size of the combined balance sheets of

FED, ECB, Bank of Japan has become $25tn. Zero interest on savings, but high in]ation, so savings and pensions evaporate. All

due to the manipulation of big :nance, the rich get richer and countries poor, so taxes go up. So Catherine Austin Fitts is right.

There is a hugh world wide manipulation going on, already for decades I have been seeing this. Rich people and US deep state

are involved, and we are paying for it. And now more and more states making vaccination an obligation. So Stanley, it looks like

"Resistance is futile, you will be assimilated"
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Ultimately, Stanley, we must choose between remaining our (admittedly) imperfect human selves capable of love and emotion or

robotic,  brute-like automatons ful:lling the orders of government which, as in modern day China, will no longer be the servant of

the people but their master. Dr David Martin: development of the toxic spike protein masquerading as a vaccine began a month

BEFORE the so called “pandemic outbreak” in 2019. vrevealed.com/…/viewing.  Keep informing those who will listen; boycott big

banks, big corporations,  use the power of the purse to support small independents. Stop “shopping and scoung” in mindless

malls. The lockdowns were tools to force closure of small businesses; government salary subsidies during lockdowns were

precursors to vax passports, which will be THE digital tool to control the masses.

The endgame is reformulating human DNA to dispense with humanity in its present form. A parallel universe can be maintained

by ourselves if we take back control now. If not, there will be no place for gentle, re]ective, innocent sentiments as expressed in

this song - they will at best be a distant memory : “In the morning when the moon is at its rest, you will see me at the time I love

the best, watching rainbows play on sunlight, pools of water iced from cold night, in the morning - ‘tis  the morning of my life. In

the day time, I will meet you as before. You will :nd me waiting by the ocean ]oor building castles in the shifting sands in a world

that no-one understands - in the morning - ‘tis the morning of my life. In the morning of my life, the minutes take so long to drift

away.  Please be patient with your life: it's only morning and you’ve still to live your day. In the evening, I will ]y you to the moon,

to the top right hand corner of the ceiling in my room, where we’ll stay until the sun shines, another day to swing on clothes’ lines,

may I be yawning.  ‘Tis the morning of my life. “  https://youtu.be/MGicSSLa2ns
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Thank you Stanleybecker, for touting solutions and principles that can help. This is needed, and much appreciated.
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eleenruth - "sanity" has no alternative - for those that deny this the abyss opens up and swallows them up

ccdavid - your three step program is much easier than the twelve step program that Junkies submit to in search of sobriety - the

sheep are incorrigibly committed to being sheep - they even can adjust to punishment - someone posted yesterday that children

are being offered pizza in exchange for their freedom and are gladly submitting to the Death Shot - alcoholics are being offered

beer - "never give a zombie an even break" has become the patent ethos of global society - so I suggest a supplementation of

your three steps with step four "BELIEVE NOTHING THAT YOU ARE TOLD" - this may help

Pete Smith - a pretty uncompromising post on your part - reminds me of Dr Who {the British TV series} where the

robots/automatons ruled the world - they constantly broadcast the message "YOU WILL OBEY/  YOU WILL OBEY /YOU WILL

OBEY" -  and otherwise threatened those that did not comply with the message  - " EXTERMINATE/ EXTERMINATE/

EXTERMINATE" - if  as you say "resistance is futile" - then life itself is futile - this is not the case and the proverbial "spanner in

the works" performs its unexpected Deistic volte face - as Burns put it "the best laid plans of mice and men often go agie" -

"resistance is the one thing that is NEVER futile!!

hi Cabochon - I always enjoy your lyrical abstractions - the Bee Gees as astute philosophers of song - I wonder as it mentioned

"castles in the sand" this brought me to a mightier philosopher of song Jimi Hendrix who sang about Castles in the Sand - that

they "drift into the sea EVENTUALLY" - here is a beautiful version of Jimi's poem - www.youtube.com/watch   thank you Mirandola
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Minimalism caught my eye around 2007 or 2008 and I haven’t looked back. Edit, edit, edit is my motto- I’ve thought about giving

up my smart phone and :guring out a way to not have a bank account or use one differently than I do now. It’s often on my mind

yet I’ve not taken steps to change. Looks like the gauntlet has been thrown and it’s time to step up!
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katndog - here is a quote from TS Eliot's Four Quartets - “We shall not cease from exploration / And the end of all our exploring /

Will be to arrive where we started / And know the place for the :rst time.” ― T. S. Eliot, Four Quartets
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Well said Stanley! However, the slaves will soon amputate the extremities the chains are cuffed to and shove those extremities

up the @sses of those like Bill Gates.
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hiya jam - if I remember correctly there once was a SLAVE REVOLT in ancient Rome - didn't work out as planned - it will have to

be better planned in the future if it is not to become just another insurrection - " Slave rebellions - The most obvious way was

through open rebellion. In 73-71 BC the gladiator Spartacus famously led an uprising of thousands of slaves in central Italy,

formed an army that defeated several Roman legions, and at one point threatened Rome itself.

Earlier there had been similar large-scale rebellions on the island of Sicily. But open rebellion was also the most dangerous form

of resistance, because the stakes were enormously high. The greater the size of the rebellion, the greater the likelihood was of

betrayal from within, and the greater the threat was of serious retaliation, re-enslavement or death.

... the Romans always feared another Spartacus - Spartacus himself died in battle, and thousands of his captured followers were

cruci:ed. The slave rebels in Sicily were likewise thoroughly suppressed. It isn't surprising that they had no successors, or that

their rebellions achieved nothing of lasting value for Roman slaves.

Still, the Romans always feared another Spartacus. The philosopher Seneca tells of a proposal that was once made in the Roman

senate requiring slaves to wear distinctive clothing so that they could be easily recognized. But once the senators realized that

the slaves might then become conscious of their strength, and make common cause against their masters, they abandoned the

idea. "
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katndognco, and others who want to get out of the big banks can use credit unions.
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More of Catherine Austin Fitts posted by John21601 on 8th of December on the Mercola article Excess Deaths Exploding Despite

Mass Vaccinations. www.youtube.com/watch
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Spot on Stan!  When it comes to material possessions I adhere to the philosophy of LIB, where LIB = Less Is Best.
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You appreciate the :ner things in life, Stan. Somehow I doubt these will be a feature of life in the New World Order. Thanks for

the Hendrix song which inspires hope that the globalist agenda built on lies and false foundations like castles on shifting sands

will slip into the sea at the next turn of the tide. Why not the Bee Gees as philosophers? Their songs work because of their

imagery, simplicity and melody. Genius that he was, Hendrix was not always the best performer of his own material. Check out

the Trogs version of ‘Wild Thing’: https://youtu.be/gSWInYFVksg .  Re “lyrical abstractions”  or ]ights of fancy, I often speculate

 that Mozart would have loved rock guitar and its versatility in capturing mood as we were fortunate enough to experience in the

1960’s, that golden age of creativity - think The Doors performing ‘Riders in the Storm’ or ‘Sunshine of your Love’ by Cream. How

will creativity fare in the Great Reset?
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Hello STAN and all, The new :nance system is built around an attempt to monopolize the world’s natural resources

www.activistpost.com/2021/11/how-green-:nance-is-monopolizing-the-pla..   BlackRock in 2018 announced that it has “social

expectations” from the companies it invests in, its potential role as a central hub in the Great Reset and the “build back better”

plan cannot be overlooked. Since 2018, Blackrock has been in the forefront to create a new investment infrastructure that picks

“winners” or “losers” for investment according to how serious that company is about ESG—Environment, Social values and

Governance.

In 2019 Larry Fink joined the Board of the Davos World Economic Forum, the Swiss-based organization that for some 40 years

has advanced economic globalization. This time they are preparing the Klaus Schwab WEF Great Reset by steering hundreds of

billions and soon trillions in investment to their hand-picked “woke” companies, and away from the “not woke” such as oil and

gas companies or coal. The UN “sustainable economy” agenda is being realized quietly by the very same global banks which

have created the :nancial crises in 2008. www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO18June2021.php

Here is some on the push for Environmental Social Governance (ESG) (social credit score), a backdoor way to impose far-left

values on corporations without having to deal with shareholders at all and why they go woke www.bitchute.com/.../wkz2jayrYGk

 What is the zero-carbon future we are heading toward? What does it look like? No airports. No shipping. No animals. A Perfect

surveillance state www.iceagefarmer.com/2021/04/06/absolute-slavery-zero-carbon-agenda-de..

 ~ www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/white-house-unveils-us-long-term-strate..
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A powerful, global AI surveillance and control system is being rolled out.  The system is powerful enough to detect emissions

from every power plant, each farm, and every wood-burning stove on the planet.  This system affords total information

awareness to those controlling the data -- and is being plugged in to the DoD's AI system. They are working to take total control

of every drop of oil extracted from the ground, every :sh caught from the sea, and every last bean harvested.  It requires an

immense technical infrastructure comprising 5G, blockchain, and Arti:cial Intelligence.  This infrastructure has been built and is

now being deployed  www.climatedepot.com/2020/07/28/be-worried-be-very-worried-al-gore-lau..     and

carbontracker.org/climatetrace   www.bitchute.com/.../NQ6G6EC3d7qy  

In its latest predictive propaganda, the World Economic Forum asks, "What if extreme weather FROZE your bank account?" It is

clear that deliberate interruptions to critical infrastructure are coming (besides the ongoing disruptions to supply chains and the

food supplies leading to transformation of the entire system www.bitchute.com/.../BDNogLzIV1or  ), and will be blamed on

climate change in order to make the case that an imagined "climate disaster" requires carbon lockdowns and the totalitarian

response for which the technocrats have been salivating for generations. www.bitchute.com/.../4e19jAWBJJD2  The current

state of the central bank digital currencies www.bitchute.com/.../Ox5EODUUmau4
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Soft Kill Eugenics / Critical I.Q. Theory - eugenics works, the herd is continually being high-graded prior to an incoming
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Soft Kill Eugenics / Critical I.Q. Theory - eugenics works, the herd is continually being high-graded prior to an incoming

multi-decadal dark winter - (mini/maxi ice age). Grand Solar Minimum 101: The Future Looks Cold - Electroverse

electroverse.net/grand-solar-minimum-101-the-future-looks-cold/    (great article) ~

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  LEAKED FOOTAGE: GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE

NANO-RAZORBLADES – DARK FIELD MICROSCOPY > When zoomed in under the Dark Field Microscope, the Graphene Hydroxide

does indeed look just like razor blades. ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/10/leaked-footage-graphene-hydrox..  ~

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  Covid Is An Illness of The Fully Vaccinated

www.bitchute.com/.../z5NnuRTN6po5
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You do not need to be a big spender and keep up with the Jonses.  You can shop secondhand and patch your old clothes. Neat,

clean, modest and classical is a good fashion statement.  Kitchen equipment that has already lasted 50-100 years and is still in

good condition will likely last another century.  You do not need to drive a late model car that has obsolescence built in--so many

newer vehicles are in repair shops nowadays.  You do not need a television, cable tv, Alexa, etc.  You can grow a garden and learn

to cook from scratch.  Save as much of your heirloom seed as possible so you do not need to buy new seed every year.  You can

learn to depend more on nature for your wild food than supermarkets.

I am shocked at the number of people who do not have the foresight to preserve food in-season when there is more than they

can eat fresh.  Many people do not know how to cut up a chicken or make a kettle of soup from scratch. There is no point in

spending money to impress people if they are not already impressed by your skills, knowledge and character.  These people do

not matter... at least not in the long run.  You may be better off without them in your life. Learn skills and do more things for

yourself.  At the very least, provide for your most basic necessities--food, water, heat, clothing, shelter.

Guard your health.  You need good dental and eyeglasses that will last, if you wear them.  (There are many fashionable safety

glasses now available at low prices.)  Invest in supplements as prevention.  Do your daily exercises and also physical labor. If you

do not already own land, keep trying to buy a fertile parcel with a well or water source on it--not covered by streams which result

in too many land use restrictions.  Plant the land.  Nice to have a forest, orchard, vineyard, berries, hay and pasture,

etc.--Whatever the land will support that you understand.  Diversify and be as vertically-integrated as you can.  We need to keep

the family farmer on the land!!
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junebabywoh.rr.com
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we bought 36 acres in the country to diversify savings?  I've heard China is buying farmland in the U.S.  Bill Gates is the largest farmland

owner in the U.S.  Most of our savings is still In the stock market but we don't know where to go? we taught our children to be

independent thinkers which was our job as parents but many parents don't even discuss these issues with their children and leave it to

the woke colleges to teach them?????   Get your kids out of public schools!!! I feel myself shrinking from society trying to become

invisible which feels scary.   I think we will switch to a small local bank.   Staying healthy is key.  if you have Medicare get ready you will

be controlled!  Never go to the hospital!  You will die!  Get your blood tests and monitor your health!   Life is challenging right now but

we can do this!  be diligent don't ever give up and always "do the next right thing"  we are in this together and you are loved!
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"Never go to the hospital!  You will die!" - hospitals are voluntary suicide institutions - avoid like the plague!!
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It is an unfortunate reality that electronics are the control factor that they use to indoctrinate our children.  Electronic stimulation

of the pleasure control cortex has them addicted before we can begin their education.  At that point education has just become a

continuation of the program rather than an awakening.
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If majority of your  "savings" is in todays stock market you are a fool.  The CBs that support it every month with printed cash (did

you actually think that nearly the highest trailing PE in US history in a near Depression was ever justi:ed by corporate pro:ts and

general economics?) will pull out because of neverending in]ation, :ghting with higher interest rates.  You will lose 70%.

worldyturnings.blog/.../the-big-lie-free-markets
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Jbaby: As Fitts says the banksters can make in:nite amounts digitally, but they cannot make land, labor or resources, true

wealth, digitally. If you have land, preferably communally, you can grow your own food. Land held communally, can be more easily

defended. 99% of the nuclear reactors are in the North. The air & water masses do not mix much North to South, Coriolis Affect.

With rising sea levels there are likely to be many more Fukushimas. Humanity is threatened by a slow but inexorable nuclear

catastrophe in the North.

The .00001%, billionaire class, know this so have havens in the South. In 20006 the Bush family purchased 300,000 acres, an

area larger than NYC, in Paraguay over the Guarani Aquifer, the largest fresh water reservoir globally. The only reason that is

known is that a 25 year old Jenna was sent to seal the deal. While bar hopping in Asuncion with Secret Service protection her

purse was stolen and it made the news. The taxi drivers were laughing. dancing and singing about it.  "Water is life" and control

of it is very important. A fact lost on many.

Another inevitable threat to those best laid plans of men is that there will be a CME category 5 or greater solar storm that will

incapacitate all satellites & electronics. No one knows when, but it will happen. The surveillance state & internet will collapse

 They know it is coming but have not yet :gured out how to protect the electronics. It will be beautiful with Northern & Southern

lights visible to low latitudes.

Unfortunately as with other category 5 storms there will be much pollution & only internal combustion engines with carburetors

will work. Because of the earths magnetic :eld the least harm will be along the equator. I am building a self suucient intentional

community in Ecuador so that when civilization is rebuilt at least some people will have been warned of  private corporations &

private banks & will be forbidden. Old hippies never die. They just compost away.
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June, the 2 largest rooms in a hospital are the morgue and the cafeteria. They always feed you your last meal before sending you

to the morgue.
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Interestingly in the UK,  the hospitals grew out of the workhouses, in fact they took over the poor house buildings and these new

hospitals were viewed and described  by the ruling classes as 'places the poor went to die'.  The former stuck with their

herbalists and apothecaries - as in fact they still do today though they made/make their money from allopathy. This reminds me

of the intensive farmers who buy and eat only organic food because they know exactly how bad their own farming practices are

and would never feed such rubbish to their own families (this is actually a direct quote from an intensive farmer with 60,000

battery hens).  

He was being asked by a friend of mine, who works in an organic shop, why he was buying eggs in there and I substituted the

word 'rubbish' to be polite, he was more forthright. Bill Gates knows nothing about farming or food production, nor health, if he is

buying land then my guess is he's paying top dollar and for intensively-farmed poor quality land given the crops they've cited -

soy, for example and the potatoes that furnish McDonald's. Of much more note and concern are the billionaires buying up

Scotland and 'rewilding'  quality agricultural land and for which they receive massive subsidies. It's all about grab, greed and

destruction, they must be very unhappy, insecure people.
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credit union.
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People have been trained like Pavlov's Dog to knee jerk react to My Tax's while hidden in the background there has been more going on

than meets the eye. When $$$ is released into the economy as time goes on whether people realize it or not taxes are one way it is all

brought back to the Central Banks. Fairly wealthy & major corporate players are seduced into believing they are winning by shifting their

tax burden onto the general public. However, the other way, sneakier way it is all brought back has been through - easy credit, loans.

Keep in mind, in the 70s' nearly no business had loans. Now nearly all are under the thumb of banks, this is what brought the small

independent family farmers down before them.

One way or another it is all brought back under the control of Central Banks. There is too much to cover but to have what this article

brings to light is a good start. Gum-mints are reduced to lick spittle dogs beholding to a banking system going far back into time.  All

this was recognized decades ago, and it is just one of many concerns the old sixty's slogan, turn on, tune in, & drop out refers too. Many

of those old counterculture experiments were a recognition then, decades ago, all was not well. It is Local, local, local. Short, stable

supply lines developed in place needed to stop feeding silicon chips, digital dictators. Cash, cash, cash, coins, ditch the digital as much

as possible.
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tune in turn on dropout.  .  .Dr. Leary was a govt agent. . ."I am what I am because of the CIA" CAS Fitts same a Leary, possibly. We

got here due to govt involvement in the economy. . .ma:a on top of other ma:a. . .sucking wealth out of whatever is left of the

real economy
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Like I said yesterday, it's going to get very ugly, very soon. I don't see any winners in this game we are playing except for the ultra rich

(Bill Gates/Elon Musk). That's where we are right now. We have fallen victim to Narcissism. Narcissism is the excessive interest in or

admiration of oneself and one's physical appearance. We see this all around us and especially on the news. We have come to accept

this level of mental illness (insanity) as normal.

Most people literally can't stand someone like Joy Reid, but somehow she, and those like her, make it to the top without actually doing

anything or offering anything of value. Everyone reading this, THIS IS NOT NORMAL! We are all going to lose in this game, but the

yes-men/women/narcissist on MSM will be the ultimate losers. They are basking in the light of glory of lies they helped to create today.

They are on top of the world! They will be outcast as soon as the :lthy rich have reached their goal of total control (which is very near).

Someone else coined the phrase "useful idiots", not me, and that's exactly what MSM is.  Once the :lthy rich are done using these

puppets of narcissism, they will be THROWN TO THE WOLVES! Will anyone feel sympathetic and give them a crumb of bread? NOPE!

The sign of the times is when you do see these people get thrown to the wolves. It started with Megan Kelly from Fox and Brian

Williams from NBC.

No one thought too much of that even though they were the superstars of both channels. It's the price of fame, right? Now CNN :res

their #1 guy Chris Cuomo. He is the de:nition of a narcist. CNN perpetuates narcissism and they just :red their #1 narcist. Now Chris's

side kick, Don Lemon, is about to be :red for enabling another narcist, Jussie Smollett. All that means is the :lthy rich have achieved

their goals and they are done with the "Useful Idiots". Now the $h!t is about to hit the fan. Are you ready?
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jam - yes, the con]ict is orchestrated - and the blind cannot see the strings attached to their dynamics - the puppeteers are

playing us - this is the Ship that sails to Hell that is now is taking on water - the water is icy cold - no rescue boats are near

enough - I found this message in a bottle on a desolate shore with other detritus
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Jam, it would be laughable if it weren't true. No one in the 60's thru the 90's would have ever imagined a yapping-dog

(Pomeranian) like Joy Reid would be allowed air time, much less have her own show. To put her in the class of "useful idiots" is

an insult to all of the Chuck Todds of the world. If I was a forum moderator, I would politely cross out the word "useful" and leave

it at that. There's nothing useful about Joey Reid. She's just a yapping dog (idiot) that chases her tail while yapping.
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JamNJim, well said....again! A) Regarding the lies, I think that if the common, ordinary person spreads word widely and

strategically, that the lies will exactly cause the narcissists (well said) 's plan itself, to bite the dust.  B) Regarding being thrown to

the wolves, I suggest we nudge journalists that if they are aiding and abeting the rise of dictatorship, and if they are hiding the

true facts at hand, and waging harm....that they themselves will also suffer the cause and effect of the very climate they helped

to create. In dictatorships, journalists are often jailed just for speaking up. Might they consider this? IF they don't they are really

not very smart at all! We need to help to wake them up and let them realize what they are really doing. Sometimes people need a

purely sel:sh reason to cool their act. Narcissism, once again....but so it is, work with it instead of through it. Thank you all and

thank you JamNJim for a great post.
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My Seven Magni:cents are CAF, PCR, Lendman, Mercola, Ben Davidson, Clif High, and Jeff Corbett.  "THE ROAD TO

TOTALITARIANISM IS PAVED WITH WILLFUL IGNORANCE" --- www.bitchute.com/.../rOaurNF16kgK  ---  46:38 video of Max Igan

on his Crowhouse Channel this 12/10 and I do believe he is shouting. Yes, we need declarations of treason.  Let's hope for the

:rst good long version,  covers those nasty, war-starting, debt-slaving, politician-bribing, media-controlling LTBs (Lying

Treasonous Bastards) central bankers and their nuclear crime syndicate (The Untouchables) This is a declaration of treason: "I

declare the Hangable Treason is there and I hold the Treason to be self-evident."

You too can declare treason. Yes, you will :nd people are soft on treason and most do not get the difference between the

American people and the overseer government: "We are slaves to the corporations and the government is the overseer" is proper

perception. Back to yes, you can declare treason, in your home, at work, on the train, plane, bus, or car. Yes, it :ts on t-shirts,

buttons, pins, and that blank page will look b e a u t i f u l  with "W.A.R." And if you only have time for "W A R", us treason-declaring

 Americans understand. We want a legitimate Constitutional government and not these LTBs with there mass murder program

going in full swing.   It might help to say "The Central Banks are the central problem." I am wondering where the choir is everyone

keeps talking about. We Are Ruled
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I DO know Trump won the 2020 election and once those tainted election results are thrown out by a few more states DONALD

TRUMP IS COMING BACK. And I couldn't be any surer of it either. Because if he waited until 2024 there won't be a country left to

save, China Joe is so good at the destruction of America despite his senility...
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Mirandola, thanks! I hope you are right. For the sake of all man kind, I hope you are right. The problem I see is that there are much

bigger players in this game that are pulling the strings like Blackrock. They don't care about ratings. They have to be the ones

funding these networks. There's no way CNN is making pro:ts without someone like Blackrock balancing the books. I doubt that

ABC, CBS, or NBC are doing much better than CNN. It blows my mind that anyone would sit and listen to the "View", Rachel

Maddow, or Joey Reid, for an hour or more spewing out nothing but hatred, discontent, and racism. To think that a society like the

USA's has a viewing audience for these haters of our Constitution is mind blowing!  Like Arlen1 said, 40 years ago these people

would not be on the air. They and others like Maxine Watters would be charged with hate crimes and/or provoking riots. They

would be IN JAIL, not promoting their racist views on the air. Now this is the new norm.
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Chux, I only had to watch one Biden rally and one Trump rally to know who won. Trump would bring 20,000 to 50,000 people to an

outdoor rally that was only big enough for 10,000 people. So they would all just gather around the barriers outside the rally. Biden

was lucky if 50 people showed up. Name one president that has ever had patriots form their own rallies in his name. NONE

except Trump. The boat rallies are what really puts it over the top! The arrogance of those judges that dismissed all of the

evidence is what really disturbs me. You had on camera, video surveillance, of that one voting precinct where they told all the

inspectors they were done counting for the night and they would start back up again the next morning. They pushed everyone out

and LOCKED the doors.

Thirty seconds later the lights come on and 5 people appear out of nowhere. They pull 4 large cases of ballets out from under a

table, with a tablecloth over it so no one could see the cases, and began counting ballets without any inspectors there. They have

camera footage of one person standing there running the same ballot over and over again through the ballot counter. No judge

thought that was incriminating evidence. No one is in jail over this. Then you had Rudy on the case in one district where there

was suspected hacking into the Dominion machines. Over and over and over it was complete denial that these machines could

be hacked. According to a Dominion representative, who spoke under oath, said "there's no way to hack these machines because

they have no internet connection". That's when Rudy called on his expert witness who knew a thing or 2 about these machines.

He sat across the room from the Judge with a laptop and hacked into one of the Dominion voting machines and showed it to the

judge. The Judge dismissed that evidence. I watched that happen LIVE! That was one of the few hearings they shot live and aired

it.
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Preston1953, a friend with a poli-sci degree commented: "We the People are the fourth branch of government". I say, We the

People are the First! branch of government. After all, our founding fathers legislated, and intended, "a government of  the people,

by the people and for the people". In a system which honors the law of the land, all government agents are servants of the

people. Therefore we are the FIRST branch, and we absolutely do have the power to call out treason, to arrest, to have a Peoples'

court....

JamNJim, thank you too. I do indeed hold hope that the system will correct itself as the lies become better known. As I have

been spouting again and again, because I have actually witnessed this happening with multiples of people in life: As pain goes,

so denial breaks. And we don't wish pain or suffering on Anybody, yet the truth is that this is what wakes the people up. Lies do

come to light eventually!

I think what we can do for now, regarding the journalists and "news" anchors who you say belong in jail, is to blog our comments

directly to them, on their own websites, keep backup copies of their statement and our own, then spread it around to other

internet sources pledged to NOT censor. And ask for further comments from other bloggers. It is time to get word out and let the

Peoples' Court of Public Opinion rule!

Who said that powers that be don't care what we think? that is just nonsense and exactly what they WANT us to think! Consider:

Why else are they doing media blackouts/censorship? Come on, have a think. Powers that be care MIGHTILY what we think and

what public opinion is! It affects their Bottom Line! See? We DO have power! I close on that note. Gavel down, order in the court!

This court of public opinion is now adjourned. (Alright, alright, I yield the ]oor....for real, I really do! I will be interested to see what

others think! You JamNJim? Thank you for your comments and insights, very important!) :-)
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jamNjim... Of those 50 people, most are reporters...
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Call me  a conspiracy theorist, I don't care. I think people who taunt are just plain ignorant and are the ones who themselves have not

done their research. And we have every responsibility to think, let alone every right! A) I think two interpretations are possible here.

Cathryn Austin Fitts may be warning people of danger to come, in a spirit of concern and trying to do good. The mistake here is that

discouragement governs the masses. B) And guess what, politicians know it. They actively *Use!* that as their *Tool* ! C) So guess

what. This brings me to my next point. Cathryn Austin Fitts may possibly be a government troll. D) I did not say that everybody has to

agree with me, but I am an independent thinker and I reserve the right to my own views. I think the mission of the governments which

want to control us and have power, is to scare us half to death. Don't we see that in action, long since?  I said, it could go either

way......and this is just my opinion, not asserted as fact, but just as opinion and a frankfully watchful concern.  How about you?
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Mirandola for another breath of continued open-mindedness. Your suggestion is great advice every time a new issue

is brought up. Keep up the good work. All of us need to load our minds  with protective gear, including staying alert to deceptive

moves by the opposition.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 5:11:50 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps, maybe the best response was given by RFK Jr who remarked that a cia-based company is running the program and the

psy-ops - taking funding and distributing it to pharma, then distributing the shots. Paraphrasing his words - What is the problem

with this? the cia does not do public health, nor do they do democracy. They do coup-d'etats. My take is many twists and turns

are still possible, as "the planned program" appears to be falling apart.
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bru96949
Joined On 5/15/2019 9:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said.  I was taken back by her left/right comment.  It is my opinion that we will not survive partisan division.  If we do not

start working toward the middle ground, where opinions from both the left and the right are given due consideration, we will fail.

 It is time to work together.  Opposing sides only serve the politicians.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Possible but unlikely.  You just have to break it all down and :nd evidence.  Its all there.  Up to 90% of jobs WILL be disappeared

by AI.  That is the underlying cause of Reset.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 9:19:06 AM
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My motto has become: "Keep that jaded eye in focus and believe nothing that cannot be proven beyond a shadow of a doubt." So

much cannot actually be proven--even with video (hey, they made Superman ']y' didn't they?)!!! And as my dear husband likes to

proclaim, "paper will lie still and let you write ANYTHING on it!" If I sound like a cranky, skeptical old woman---I AM!   :-)
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola: Glad you brought this up.  I tend to avoid her stuff due to the fear factor and just generally put off.   The only thing we

really have control over ultimately is our attitude and giving in to fear, anger, or hatred may give a temporary rush but only ends

up feeding the problem.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A conspiracy theory that plays out becomes a conspiracy!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 12:36:22 PM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, I have to agree, "Cathryn Austin Fitts may possibly be a government troll".  My Degree and decades of work have

revolved around the world of :nance and Fitts seems to be foggy. Intentional?  I don't agree when you say the governments

mission is to scare us half to death.  I believe the mission of the governments is to scare us 99% to death. Freedom, keep the

]ame alive.  It is more than "just another word to lose". Do not stand idle. Enough is enough.  Vaccine passports must be stopped

by all means.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, Mirandola, the “scienti:c method” always includes skepticism.  Thanks for your thoughts for all to ponder.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola... Someone said the difference between a conspiracy theorist and a realist is about one year...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 9:10:00 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear everybody, thank you all!!!!! It's very interesting to read what many people have to say. I am so grateful to all of you for

weighing in and with all the bright thoughts you all have to share. I am so glad that we are all thinking alike! Appreciation to all of

you!! :-) Bru96949 as good Old Abe said, "a house that is divided against itself cannot stand". well said!  Rose, smart "take". We

may need to be watchful as you say,  but I also do hold hope that the cookie is going to crumble.  Almond, that is absolutely

brilliant! Thank you for that.  Otis, brilliant! We would love to hear more of what you have to say, in a speci:c way, given your

background. This could be very enlightening!  

Stoneharbor, yes a good immune system includes the mind as well as the body, eh?  Lionell11,  you could also be right. As I said,

I believe there is room for interpretation both ways. You are right that AI will probably replace a lot of jobs.  Gadz. Hopefully it will

also create a few of them, but sadly I think the greater proportions will also be swallowed up. It's time for communal

brainstorming!  Sio6474 thank you, and that is well said! Very true.Life often surprises people eh? They will wake up, I hold that

faith for a lot of people in any event, even if some may never wake up, but I also do believe a great many of them will. It's only a

matter of time. Marago thank you for your open mind and for pointing out that an analytical mind is part of scienti:c thinking.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am amazed that some people can read the tea leaves and others cannot.  My feet are cold so guess what?  I put some socks on.

 People better start putting their socks on!  I saw the signs in 1988 when my twin daughters were born and homeschooled them.

 Criticized left and right by family members.  So now 34 years later these same people are saying with great conviction, "You did the

right thing homeschooling your daughters."  So the reward eventually comes.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just recently, a homeschooled Tennessee Highschool student won the National Constitution Bee.

:clarion.causeaction.com/2021/10/25/homeschooled-student-wins-national-..
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It was supposed to be  A :ght against the pandemic To protect the people. It became A :ght against the people To protect the

pandemic." source unknown
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bottom currency in all this is fear, which is the fuel for the evil ones. And it is coming out from those who are for this narrative and

as well as those who are against the narrative. Remember during all the major wars these entities have funded both sides of the war. I

refuse to fall into the trap of being fearful. I see this Earth as a boot camp in which my soul/spirit has lessons that it must learn. The

body is my vehicle and the soul is the energy that drives it. According to Einstein, energy can neither be created or destroyed. Once this

body wears down the soul gets out of the vehicle and it is then determined if it passed the boot camp. Did it learn the lessons that it

needed to learn so it can now go to grade 1 in its education. This we call heaven. Or did it fail and has to repeat boot camp, which we

call hell.

How do we pass this boot camp? I feel we pass it by :rst realizing that death is a part of life and to not be afraid of it. It is the fear of

death that causes people on all sides to be enslaved by any narrative. Be they COVID, religion you name it. No matter how much my

body gets bombarded, my soul/spirit will not get affected AS LONG AS I do not fall into the trap of being fearful.  How we we pass the

test towards grade 1 and leave this kindergarten Earth? Live in a heavenly bubble and be at peace with yourself and do the best you can

towards yourself, your family, your friends and anyone else you meet and stay within this heavenly bubble as we navigate the hellish

Earth that we live on. I can expand more on this but this is the basic essence.  Be aware of what is around you instead of bewaring it.

Others may not agree with me but that is ok. We are all on our own journeys and as such I respect you for the journey that you are on.

So going back to fear, it is what keeps us stuck on this Earthly plane. Religion, institutions, families etc keep us in it. See where it is

coming from and do your best to stop it. Thanks for reading.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love this ZhaZha, thank you! Life has a purpose.And I want the powers that be to think about that too.  Nobody takes their big

money with them to their God-appointed :nal resting moment, which comes to every single one of us, by God's own decree.

Finally, I want to underscore you ZhaZha, with the experience of a friend who had not believed in the afterlife, and who had the

experience of crossing the threshhold and miraculously returned to life. "I felt perfect love, I felt perfect peace" were her exact

words, regarding her encounter on the other side of life.  

Others who have experienced similarly, speak of a life review like a movie passing in front of their eyes. They are shown pictures

of this life, and their interactions with others. Yet when outside of the body with its con:nes, they are able to feel other peoples'

feelings, as if those other person's feelings were their own. So we get a life review, watching a movie of ourselves interacting with

others, yet feeling *their* feelings as we watch the movie that interaction. It is a profound lesson in empathy and concern for

others.

When somebody relates such a story once, it could be said to be coincidence, or a brain chemistry event. But when such stories

happen again, and again, and again, as chronicled in books and by many on the web, and when those experiences change a

person's sense of life's purpose and foster moral concern even where it may have been lacking or absent, then it is not

coincidence. It is Spirit at work, and Spirit is our guide for growth.  Those living to make a big buck and scare others, have a lot to

learn, and they will once their God-destined time comes.  Bookend, life has a purpose. And it is our duty to live ethically and with

care and concern for others.  Thank you very much ZhaZha.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Mirandola. I appreciate your kind words and also sharing other spiritual topic. I reread my post and I hope people don't

get the idea that I am a la di da, all is good in my world kind of a person.  I am fully aware of what is going on around me. I am a

person who sees empowering and disempowering things from a realistic point of view. I don't try to get overly negative or overly

positive as that I feel that it takes humans away from our centre. I can get upset, angry, feel frustrated, have joy, love and laughter

but what I will do my upmost to not have is fear. Fear is a low vibration energy that causes us to stop thinking with both our left

and right side of the brain and makes us lose trust within ourselves and give it to someone else. Now back to work for me and

have a great day!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zha zha and mirandola thank you for you posts - I am at one with you and your thoughts. Focus thoughts on good outcomes as

collective thoughts have power too
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, ZHA.ZHA, for your comment.  Brings to mind the thousands (more than 4900 and counting) of reports of Near Death

Experiences at nderf.org (near death experiences research foundation dot organization) where many people wrote they became

free to live life without fear of death.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is sinister. I can't stand this, the American silence. "oh but it won't work if we say anything" "oh moan, oh victim" then we Allow Evil

to Happen! Then we Moan that the powers that be Just Don't Care! Well we have a Role in That Which We Ourselves Play! This Has To

Stop, Immediately! Please note the power of *class action* lawsuits. Please note that the collective power of multiples of attorney

generals and governors suing together, has resulted in a huge win in court, where the mandates were struck down as unconstitutional!

Now WHY can't we get class action suitS going about all of the above, which Dr Mercola has written about? Are we just going to silently

tolerate this? Please note, discouraged people on this forum. I have personally seen the police and powers that be stand down when

invoking the LAW! We can't just let politicians do what they want just because they feel like it! Stand :rm in your boundaries, invoke the

LAW!

Guess what, the LAW does not allow YOUR money, YOUR social security, YOUR housing to be stolen! What is this nonsense? I don't go

for this. How about YOU? " Fourth Amendment: The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by

Oath or aurmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."

" Fourteenth Amendment, Section 1: All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are

citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the

privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." Oh it won't work? Get a spine!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/senate-vote-repeal-biden-vaccine-m..  "Legal victories pile up for opponents of mandates

Sen. Mike Braun (R-Ind.), who sponsored the CRA vote, said there will be “more civil disobedience” and legal battles if the

mandate remains." Folks this means that our voice, our legal actions *do* have power! Contrary to popular belief! Beliefs can be

faulty, did we all know? And do we realize that beliefs fuel action and motivate or demotivate proactivity? Stand :rm in your

boundaries, invoke the law with judges, politicians, police, governors, attorneys general! Let them know that you have some basic

knowledge of the law, and they respect people who know the law! Did that ever occur? Does it ever occur that bulleys and power

mongers take advantage of limp spineless wimps? It's time for the real Americans to Stand Up! What is wrong with that?

Class action works! It is powerful! Let us please take note. We must have No Tolerance for Evil and Government Crime! If a judge

is out of line,tell him/her to recuse themselves based on bias! Don't let them get away with any nonsense..at all! Object, remind

them that the Constitutional laws trump all others! It is time to hold their feet to the :re. Only...only...if we do...with judges,

politicians, police all alike...then and only then, can we have change. Thank you.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see this kind of energy getting behind the Jan 6th folks rotting in jail.

 www.lifesitenews.com/news/pro-trump-jan-6-political-prisoners-rotting-..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola... I hope it is merely the silence before the storm.  Consider, that, those who understand what is happening are busy

stockpiling, reloading and preparing.  It is not those who are loud to be most feared by tyrants, but those who are quietly

preparing.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../rOaurNF16kgK  Listen to this best part 29.45 min.  ...the road to totalarianism is paved with willful ignorance. We

need to withdraw our consent, don't comply.....if there is no contract,

there is not 'authority'.  I don't have a contract with my state Service Corporation call QLD Govt, thus no authority (except if they wish to

enact violence).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 2:30:14 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on!! well said Leaholz! Well done, thank you!
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SensualFreeSpirit
Joined On 6/7/2014 2:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Leahoz - Saying those words means NOTHING!!!  "I don't consent/comply" got you. You clearly don't know what it means to

:ght a war, do you? You are knee deep in the thick of it & you think when the coppers come to your door your words are going to

stoop them? LOL Good luck with that.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"(except if they wish to enact violence)." Ah.  There's the rub isnt it?  Only your guns, local sheriff and neighborhood militias can

prevent it.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lionel1, the powers that be have NO legal authority to take your assets! We have to invoke the law! I have seen it work, I honestly

have, and several times too. I am talking about having invoked it with public oucials and police alike, and they have stood down
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have, and several times too. I am talking about having invoked it with public oucials and police alike, and they have stood down

not when objections are raised and concerns voiced in, but instead when the law itself has been invoked. Fourth Amendment:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,

shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or aurmation, and particularly

describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."

" Fourteenth Amendment, Section 1: All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." I am not an attorney,

please ask your attorney about this and any other related concerns.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 11:01:44 AM
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Mirandola, as I see it is people will  not able to truly think about or understand what is really going on.  The 'brainwashing

system is almost complete. (It saddens me).  Take care Mirandola of yourself and family.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 11:38:11 PM
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ SensualFreeSpirit,  Hello, the WORDs I say, MEAN something , more than you realise. I think you are unable to think it through

and to ascertain its RISKS. Good Luck....all

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 11:59:06 PM
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...."We're not all going to make it out of this process alive. It’s war. That's what happens in a war, but human liberty is worth :ghting for".

 This is true, freedom is above all, worth our sacri:ce, and our moral responsibility.  The frequent referencing of people as "zombies" is

harsh, we are all born into a world we did not create, we adapt and for the most part, strive to work just to survive. Millions are

exhausted by this constant struggle often without reward. It is understandable "escaping" into materialism, consumerism, media etc. is

often a release. Addiction for example, can be a disease, alcoholism a painful and debilitating condition. It is easy to judge, compassion

is the example of Christ and the way to salvation for all.  

The advice to stop working, buying and paying taxes is unrealistic! Yes, stop consuming non essentials, but surely we need to support

small business, using discernment of purchases. Not too many can avoid working/taxes, we have home mortgages! Yes, change banks

well and good, but stop paying tax, they take your house!  Being homeless and penniless is not the way to :ght back, change must be

within your capacities. Be realistic with advice!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 7:07:58 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you pay tax in many different ways - some taxation is unavoidable but purchase tax is avoidable - as to supporting businesses

that support the "little man" - the oligarchs see us all as "little men" - in desperate times being able to swim is the only defense

against drowning
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is realistic advice.  Its just too inconvenient for you to do the radical lifestyle changes.  Develop skills to start or work for small

biz.  Sell house you have equity in now and move to a conservative rural area.  Quit buying crap and dont travel.  Yes....all hard

and I have a ways to go too.  But if living a downsized simple life away from consumerism and off grid is answer, then so be it.  I

bet we will be less stressed in the bargain.  It may take several years but we have to try.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today in the Wall Street Journal "Computers Revolutionized Chess. Magnus Carlsen Wins by Being Human - Chess engines were

supposed to make classical chess more predictable. Instead, they made the most inventive player of all time more creative.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brought to mind that part of the plan is to make paper money worth less through intentional in]ation.  Then, when taxes on real

estate are due, who has money left to pay?  Guess who.
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noah1218
Joined On 4/18/2020 6:42:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn’t Vanguard, Blackrock, and State Street be considered the central banking system vs JP Morgan Chase? Love the suggestions

of bringing everything local! Small banks, agriculture, sheriff’s and community amongst the people. It’s God’s way, it’s the only way.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vanguard/Black Rock are part of Central Banking - driven by the same shareholders and also controlling the policies of the CIA

and the Deep State - Orwell referred to this cabal as BIG BROTHER
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DavidC55
Joined On 11/22/2020 4:29:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Austria we have had demonstrations against the vaccine mandates for several weeks now with over 100,000 peaceful protestors,

ever since the government announced that  the  experimental gene therapy jabs will be compulsory from February 1, 2022. The

government has already watered down the planned penalties for non-compliance, dropping the threat of jail and reducing the planned

:nes. The mandate for public employees in December has been pushed back. So it seems that notice is being taken of this pushback

from the 2 million non-vaccinated here. The demos will continue, let’s hope the government will back up all the way from this madness

(there’s always method in the madness of course).
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

David, my ex wife is an MD in Austria.  She would be 70 now. With an IQ of 150+ I often wonder where she stands on this Covid

stuff.  I have had no contact with her since the 1970s. Good to hear you are having and will continue to have peaceful protests.

 Today I took part in a peaceful protest in my small village in Northern California.  There were 7 of us.  That's right seven.  That

included a mom and her 3 kids.  Youngest was 3 months old and she held him in her arms and also held up a sign.  The other two

small ones each held up a sign.  Her 4th child was left in the car within sight.  Doesn't sound like much but lots of trauc with horn

honking support and the occasional middle :nger salute.  Our signs said No Mandate, No Vax Pass, and Right to Choose. The

U.S. is slow to protests across the country.  Some hot spots like NY and LA are getting people out.  When people do wake up in

masses I believe the world will hear from us and our protests.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well that was both informative and down right terrifying.
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mel8098
Joined On 8/2/2017 4:53:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mdbrown7111 - Lol! Agreed!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meta means is dead in Hebrew. That makes sense. They want us to live in a dead, fake world
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, scary.  I read a short article this morning that two people just got married on the metaverse!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sio  isn’t that crazy? People have lost their minds
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The :rst step in the battle has to be an end to the Covid Madness.   The Smoking gun that should kill it  is Africa.  Spread far and wide.

 worldyturnings.blog/blog
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has already ended in some areas.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The COVID War brought to us by the criminal globalists will end with violence being projected at it and will end when enough of

US have had enough. When will that be?? We're closer to it's end then it's beginning but the exact date is yet unknown. And while

the rest of the world doesn't have a Bill of Rights or a Constitution WE IN THIS COUNTRY DO which will also help us throw these

dangerous Marxist globalists off our backs once and for all once WE decide that's what we need to do...
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steal your pension funds, but then also create a virus with the Chinese military to speci:cally not harm the young, that can work hard for

the country, or even :ght for the country - go seeking WMDs in Iraq for instance and ensure the US has loads of cheap oil, but also a

virus that takes out the obese and the old - sounds perfectly designed for Gates and Fauci eugenics - takes out people of color, too, way

more than white folk - sounds like it's been designed just perfectly for their prejudices and needs
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the devil is in the details
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Marcus, lets clarify a few things. 1) The US got no oil from the Iraq war. 2) Sars-Cov-2 was not designed specially to kill old

people. Any new “NOVEL” virus that resembles a cold or ]u virus will kill the elderly. It is a condition called ADE

(antibody-dependent enhancement). People over the age of 75, especially those in nursing homes, get massive exposure rates to

in]uenza and coronaviruses. They probably have more/stronger antibodies to coronaviruses than you or I do because they

continuously get reinfected inside those nursing homes.

They typically have no symptoms due to their robust antibodies. When you infect these people with a NOVEL coronavirus their

immune system mounts a charge of antibodies that attach to the virus, but it doesn’t neutralize the virus because it is too

different from the viruses the body is used to attacking. These attached antibodies allow the virus to enter your cells easier than

they would have without any immune response at all. They go into viral overload, a cytokine storm ensues, and they die. A

5-year-old doesn’t have this ADE problem because they have had little to no exposure to any coronaviruses.

For a 5-year-old, a bat coronavirus is no different than a human coronavirus as far as their immune system is concerned.  They

get a runny nose while Grandma dies. 3) Obesity is a factor that increases ALL causes of death and especially viral infections.

One reason for this is because 99.9% of all obese people are severely de:cient in vitamin-D. Vit-D is stored in fat. Most obese

people are in constant fat-storing mode and have little to no circulating vit-D. Supplements rarely help these people because the

supplemented vit-D just gets stored in the fat cells. ...continued...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

........ 4) People of color are more vulnerable to Covid-19 for the very reasons explained in #3. They have the highest obesity rates

and the lowest vit-D levels. Having dark skin makes the Vit-D de:ciency that much harder to overcome. Sars-Cov-2 isn’t unique to

this phenomenon. Risk of dying from any infection increases dramatically when you are obese. Also, obesity itself is a state of

constant in]ammation that has long term consequences that shorten your lifespan. So, it’s not a question of if you will die

sooner if you are obese, it’s a question of how much sooner will you die from obesity. Any infection will test an obese person’s

ability to overcome more than a person who is in good physical health. It has less to do with color and more to do with lifestyle

and social economics. The welfare system we have in the USA offers nothing to change this and actually encourages the things

that make us all obese.
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RegAdams
Joined On 12/6/2021 3:36:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is time to sieze power from the communist libtards, folks.  They just want to steal your money thru commy programs like social

security and Medicare.  Wake up and stop the steal!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nov 2022 can't get here fast enough!
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am interested in regenerative farming and need help setting myself up and getting started. Basically, I need help with the build-out. If

anyone with money is willing to invest in this endeavor, feel free to contact me and we can get started brainstorming the future. Thank

you. Cheers! PS I do have a history in farming and animal husbandry.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DIGITAL TYRANNY is dependent upon one thing and one thing only, the electron. The tyrants are most vulnerable at the transmission

lines, closest to their operation.
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PULL YOUR MONEY OUT Of BIG BANKS! Put it in a local bank !
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

never mind local banks - gold, silver and crypto¬¬¬
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gold, silver, real estate, heirloom seeds.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True, but the smaller banks are being swallowed up by a few larger one. STILL A GOOD IDEA, that and talking to others about the

pending issues.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gold and silver coins.  Easier to spend than a kilo bar of gold or silver.
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We’ve Been Lured by covid to Create Our Own Prison planet , There are no countries anymore - all play the same game.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they stop the illegal taxes (not the Constitutional ones) our income, pensions, retirements, etc., would all be secure and this nation

would prosper so much it would unbelievable and also practice the 50 year jubilee our nation would EXPLODE in wealth.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More important would be, lawful money. Federal Reserve Notes [FRN's] are just promissory notes (promises to pay and not actual

payment).  They can be manipulated by intent, stupidity or neglect.  We've all heard rambling to the effect "the value of gold went

up today," as if the value of gold changes but FRN's do not, when, in truth, the number of FRN's it takes to acquire an ounce of

gold is what changes. Agents, in the name of government, can borrow money then pay it back at a fraction of what was owed by

in]ating money.  Every time an agent starts up a printing press, the value of what was printed before and that is still in circulation

is diminished. Certain, high demand metals, on the other hand, are :nite in quantity. Unlike bitcoin, they are not easily erased via

a keystroke.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The second video about the vax pass is true but needs a little more info on how to stop it.  HR 550 vaccine data modernization act

passed the House and is going to the Senate…THIS MUST BE STOPPED!
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henrysmom
Joined On 9/8/2010 2:36:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know something major is about to go down. Have prepared by living frugally, paying off my house, no debt. Plenty of bullets, bandaids

and beans. My big concern is that while I worked I saved diligently for my son, who is 20; and vaccine injured (autistic). I have a decent

nest egg for him, currently in investments, mostly stocks. I don’t need anything myself, but am very worried to lose that money because

he probably will need it. Any ideas where I can put it for him? I took my SS and am using it to buy him coins. Any ideas what I can do

with the rest? Don’t say real estate. I live in Commiefornia and don’t want to invest another cent here. If anyone has any ideas please

share them with me…I hope we are raptured soon but I need a plan barring that…
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You'll own nothing?"  Most already do.  We're the working poor and unemployed reserves of labor, living one step away from

homelessness on the streets if not already there.  Factor in debt and that's the majority of Americans with no real wealth or assets.

 Factor in the rest of the world and the lies of the American dream (or nightmare) and wonders of the (un)free market reveal themselves

among the destitution of forgotten masses and the killing machinery of imperialism.

If people are going to choose a human civilization, then we should rethink the old (ab)normal as well as the new.  But I don't :nd much

interest in that among people whose small(er) business interests and more comfortable standards of living are now threatened by the

inhuman civilization of capitalist rule :nally turning upon them in its endgame of the Great Reset.

As 'human resources' they always seemed content to employ and exploit before now includes them in its plans for biodigital

colonization of the species, I hear from them the cries of those on the upper decks of the Titanic about how to save themselves.  Their

economic alternatives make next to no provisions for so many who don't have nearly the same range of options as they still do, and

sometimes it seems they'd just as soon lock the lower decks down rather than bother to think about us.  Maybe we'll all go down into

the deep waters of oblivion if we don't create a more radical politics of freedom and justice together.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There should not be any more Covid-15 plannedemic. It should have been over with at least half a year ago. No natural pandemic in

recorded history ever went this long. The longest has been about year and a half. Had freemason global elites not been deliberately

behind this it would not only have been over, but would never have started. Who called this the Great Reset -- a lying Satanist hiding

behind the fraternity he calls freemasonry? Let us not call this Great Reset, it muddles their true purpose. Let us call it the Great Global

Genocide and Robbery of all common peoples, nations, races, religions, and beliefs.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CANADIAN SALVATION ARMY IS MANDATING EXPERIMENTAL "VACCINE:" PLEASE DO NOT GIVE YOUR DONATIONS TO THE

SALVATION ARMY, BECAUSE UNTIL THEY GET RID OF THIS HORRIFYING MANAGEMENT, THEY ARE NOT WORTHY OF ONE PENNY

DONATION.  This is shockingly outrageous that the Salvation Army would take this position.  The shots can harm and kill and there is

no good reason to ever expose yourself to them.  The shots contain cells from aborted fetuses.  The shots also can affect recipients

neurotically - I’ve seen this in a person who was a close friend.

Why is this happening?  Is this because the Canadian Medical Association has gone rogue?  Because it certainly has - and should be

brought to justice.  We have Mounties, Doctors and Nurses all opposing and refusing the gene modi:cation.  What the heck more do

you need to know?  Does that not say it all?  The horrifying irony to do this to employees 2 weeks before Christmas is unconscionable.

 The Salvation Army needs to know that it has blighted its reputation in such a way that it will take years to recover from this - and

deservedly so.  The Salvation Army proves that it is following and endorsing crimes against humanity.  The ignorance and stupidity is

absolutely unbelievable.  How can the Salvation Army not realize that on many fronts these shots are part of a genocide plan?

Salvation Army:  Dr. David Martin, Mennonite, has all the evidence necessary, date stamped, that the entire plan-demic was preplanned

far ahead of its declaration.  Evil entities in the government have frozen his assets, but he will be heard - his evidence will prevail.  Dr.

Lee Merritt, ex US Navy Orthopaedic Surgeon has evidence of studies that explain the effects of bioweapons that relate to these shots.

 Look at her website.  A law suit against perpetrators has just been :led in England.  You can look at it here:

 dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/10/uk-team-:le-complaint-of-crimes-against-hum..
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a Canadian vaccine injury documentary done by a Vancouver Island :lmmaker that does not live too far away from me.

odysee.com/.../jabverse-reactions:5  Cheers, Bev
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You call this freedom speech??  my quit I have been banned and blocked....I am NOT a Happy Camper !!!!!!!!!  When the Governmet

 banned Mercola  he was NOT a happy camper either....and he is sueing...well....whats good for the goose  is good for the gander.......so

you meddling , nosey 'security' is in violation of freedom of speech....NOT a very good  act....its a criminal act..Punishable...
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question all of us have to learn, relates to where you hold your savings; if you hold your savings in a bank; the bank has complete

control over all of your savings. This is a debate I have been very active in, since presenting my evidence to the "Wilson Committee"

here in the UK, and my input to that debate was given a full Business Page feature in Investors Chronicle, May 1978. Much more

recently, as some here already know, I sat down and wrote a free PDF book; The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective, where I

set out my own view of what is needed to bring the entire system back into line with the needs of all local communities.

What is wrong is the wrong debate. First we must see clearly what was changed. The dramatic change in :nance rules was very simple;

they made it near impossible for anyone to continue to make their own individual investment decisions. By creating the :nancial

services industry, they took complete control of your savings. When we turn the clock back, we can see, as an example; here in the UK

the industrial revolution was :nanced by selling shares in local companies; importantly; allowing your savings to bring you income

directly from the companies. I will wager the vast majority of such shareholders did not have, nor need a bank account. Their savings

were invested into their local business community; who employed the workers of their community.

So both the business share owner and the employee had a stake in their local economy. Competition for the employee, created by

investment of savings into new businesses, allowed the worker to move towards greater prosperity. It payed dividends to invest into

trusted local employers. The required new rules are all freely set out in great detail, and have been open for debate since 1994. All any

of you need to do is change the way you think about the investment needs of your local community. The legal structures are all still in

place . . . for goodness sake . . . get on with it.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks ChrisColes, for your comment and getting on with it would be a great idea.  A law suit against perpetrators has just been

:led in England.  I hope the following URL will result in victory.  Yeadon's involved among signi:cant others.   You can look at it

here:  dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/10/uk-team-:le-complaint-of-crimes-against-hum..
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew Many thanks for the info, and you may also like to know that on the 17th September 2021 I had :led a charge of murder

against the NHS, also based upon the evidence of John O'Looney with Southampton Central Police Station, again, had updated

that with the Hansard report of the question raised by Sir Christopher Chope in Parliament presenting evidence of vaccination

deaths and injuries Friday 10th September. Now I have just :led an update to the Hampshire police using the url you have just

provided.
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larry_e
Joined On 9/3/2012 1:49:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catherine is a great Christian commentator and thinker. I'm not a Christian, but she has a lot of :rsthand experience relating to what she

is talking about. If we want to understand the situation better, consult her understanding. Her suggestions, also, are very down to earth.

I wish we had more like her.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hum.......interesting......
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT'S THE BOOSTER, STUPID!  Data just released today.  Excess deaths in Russia for November is 116,000.  Covid deaths for November

about 38k.  So, that's 78,000 excess deaths NOT caused by covid.  In November booster shots went from 1.7 to 4.5 million. So, about

2.8 million booster shots. ourworldindata.org/grapher/cumulative-excess-deaths-covid?country=RUS~..
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder Drug with No side effects Banned by the Criminals www.youtube.com/watch
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Notmyarm.com
Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

another great article - reposted at www.notmyarm.com
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! She gets it.  Total control = slavery. Ms. Fitts ought to write a book explaining all of this in simple language. By the way, here is what

has happened in Maine recently in terms of hospital care.  Governor activates National Guard. www.wmtw.com/.../38462368   Thank

you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now retired)
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MaineHealth CEO Andy Mueller claims that 90% of the hospitalised were unvaccinated. This sounds to me to be 100% a lie.

Highly unlikely that the unvaccinated are the majority of the hospitalised and highly likely that the vaccinated are clogging up the

health care systems and that is likely to be because of not just the inadequacy of the clot shots but ADE (Antibody Dependent

Enhancement). Most people will believe the propaganda and lies. Even if this case of  likely disinformation is corrected it will not

be headlines and so the the charade will carry on.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep it simple. The law, ANY law is meaningless without the enforcement component, and the enforcement component is us, the

sheriffs the police and our sons and daughters in uniform. THEY need to be educated in how to disobey a unlawful (unconstitutional)

order. Pandemic declarations are NOT laws. Airliners can easily and selectivally be bankrupt if they  impose tyranny. Privat gets can be

grounded by fuel supply crews, (just call sick). They cannot be replaced by unskilled illegal immigrants,  nor can the the aircraft

mechanics.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

REMEMBER, to succeed, you, often, must start small. Just as the CDC, FDA and other alphabet agencies do not have agents in every

corner of our land, neither do the bankers, CIA and others.  They cannot do anything absent ignorant, but useful lackeys. One key

solution to many of our problems, now and in the future, is, we do not want to be one of those lackeys. That means not ratifying acts

that run counter to our interests by doing nothing, when we can. Part of that solution means learning to recognize locals who are part of

the problem and dealing with them in every way the law allows, OR protects.

In other words, learn to distinguish the white hats from the black hats and deal with them. "Dealing with them" can be as simple as: -

using public disclosure laws to ferret out bad behavior and con]icts, then making it known to the world they exist; - reminding all our

law books have, literally, millions of court cases out of which agents were :ned and jailed for illegal acts; -  reminding all about you we

have FIFTY-ONE constitutions, not just one, and they all exist because our agents cannot be trusted to act in our best interests. . . .
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It just plain feels good knowing that, for a change, I outfoxed the globalists. I saw this coming (well, ok, it helped that for several years

already I've been paying attention to CAF) so I got the jump on them. Call me a genius if you must, I don't care, but I managed to spend

all my retirement before those thieves got their chance to do things their way. Here's an Omicron update from a reliable source.  

 babylonbee.com/.../the-bee-explains-the-omicron-variant
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DR Vernon Coleman  www.naturalhealth365.com/p:zer-and-fda-knew-covid-jab-would-kill-thou..   Real Not Rare Jab Side effects

https://www.realnotrare.com/
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh what an excellent read while they walk away with their masks on. Masks are for two kinds of people - criminals and slaves. So which

one are you?? DITCH THE MASKS FIRST & FOREMOST!!! And proceed from there...
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From BBC News..."Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, low con:dence in vaccines in some parts of the world was described as a

"global crisis" by global health experts and there are now very real concerns that it could affect efforts to end the pandemic.

Researchers have been looking for ways to help governments persuade vaccine-hesitant people for some time. Unsurprisingly there is

no single solution, but a major part of their strategy is talking and engaging with people who are hesitating." They admit that a sizable

group of us DO NOT want their vaccines WORLDWIDE and that the size of our group SCARES THEM! This excerpt also reveals that

TALKING TO PEOPLE IS STILL THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO FIGHT THIS WAR! So get out there and touch someone. Article:

www.bbc.com/future/article/20211209-how-to-talk-to-vaccine-hesitant-pe..
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dave Robson the author on that super:cial article should read Bobby Kennedy's book for the real facts.  His understanding is so

shallow it is embarrassing!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smashing things is easy. Building back--better or otherwise--is what I can't see them doing. Just as well since they want to turn the

world into a dystopian horror ]ick. I predict the slime balls will turn on each other. But it will still be a nightmare. Surviving will be the

challenge.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the best articles I have read on this topic.  I have been saying much of this for some time now.  Self-reliance.  Much is tied to

private property rights and our ability to hold the land.  Do not depend on those who are not dependable.  Distance yourself and

minimize debts and taxes.  Cottage industries, skills and resources. If you retire and have the option, withdraw your pension so it is

under your own control. Get good investment advice if you lack expertise.

Learn reloading and stock up as there are some things you may not be able to buy or would not want a record of.  Archery is also a good

hobby.  Save your heirloom seed.   Network with others for the necessities of life--food, water, heat, shelter, clothing.  Plan to educate

your children and yourself.  Help your neighbors.  Take care of your health, vision and dental.  Keep the faith and hold the line.  One of

our most powerful weapons is to remain united and just say "no".  Unfortunately, many people will desert, taking what they believe to be

the easy way out into dependency.

For a long time, Americans have remained free because they would rather die on their feet than live on their knees.  Will see whether the

blood has run thin.  Sad to say, I am seeing too many freeloaders who are willing to steal rather than be responsible for themselves.  I

guess once govt does it, others follow their example.  Places it is no longer safe to go.  People are even stealing paid for groceries from

shoppers.  Signing up with charities and selling the gifts they are given.  

I am esp. discouraged to see the scams at Christmas time. Another problem in a collapsing economy...  As tent cities increase--also

tenement crowding when households move in together in small spaces--so does the risk of epidemics, vermin and rats.  These are

favorable conditions for disease.  Sick people become weak and have few options.  Better to struggle in a rural area without

conveniences than be trapped in an inner city.
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bru96949
Joined On 5/15/2019 9:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continuing the "us vs them" argument is biggest scam of all.  If you and I aren't willing to work together then we are lost.  It is only in a

"united" cause that we can gain control.  The media is our enemy and will not save us.  Ms. Fitts will not save us.  WE are the only ones

who can do this.  Get on board.  Shop local.  Join discussion groups.  Avoid ANY talk that involves "us vs them".  Unity is our only

recourse.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's well past that time!! Go celebrate America and the freedom and liberties we are born with and buy a new gun instead. It much

more frames the great debate and struggle we :nd ourselves pushed into. And they really hate gun owners which I take as a

BADGE OF HONOR because I really hate them back. And don't give me this BS about being..."nice" and going along with the other

side. THAT'S HOW WE GOT INTO THIS MESS IN THE FIRST PLACE!!! No thanks!! Been there, done that and IT DOESN'T WORK

ANYWAY. Like they say -  The News Is Fake And The War Is Real WWG1WGA
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally true. I am scared because the Big System is winning; the Big they are too powerful as the Covid fakedemia has demonstrate all

over the world.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who says "they're winning"?? Especially so when there's millions more of us then there is of them. Quit reading and watching

whatever you're reading and watching and clear your mind of all that Fake News BS. Just because YOU don't know what's going

on doesn't mean nothing is going on. Just remember - The News Is Fake And The War Is Real...
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am cancelling my Chase card with 18k line today.  Whats the point of that limit when I cant travel or will lose the value of an asset

forever declining in value with runaway in]ation??  Finally, you can quibble over some :ner points about how we lose Trillions in

retirement funds (via in]ation, fees, how??), but one thing I am convinced is control thru digital.  They will have ONE worldwide crypto

for the primary purpose of tracking.   If you own crypto you should sell.  They will be made illegal soon enough, next phase shortly after

release of the fully trackable encrypted digital CB "crypto" currency. No competition allowed.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tough talk that we need to hear and act on.
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cmartin12
Joined On 11/18/2021 9:31:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped with amazon, Mercola Market is great!  They sell grassfed beef & tons of other items as well.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boycott ALL German, French, UK, China, Russian Goods whenever possible.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Make your own goods as much as possible.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know it! Germany will take sides with Russia and China if the USA tries to defend Ukraine. They are not our allies. They are

using the USA.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/nKN7a_Wna3U
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trust your judgement. If you have not been coerced/fooled into getting the “vaccine” bravo! If you did take it, learn from your mistake.

Rinse and repeat in everything you do. Trust your judgement! It is a very simple rule but very few abide by it.
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get Glenn Becks book The Great Reset . You have to order I believe. It’s not out until January. It’s a must read great gift 

🎁

www.glennbeck.com/.../the-great-reset
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have worked all my life for what I have. I don’t want them to take it away. How in the world do they think people will be happy with

nothing? I don’t believe that. Central bank can go straight to hell
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We" will have nothing - "They" will have everything!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - "we will have nothing, because they have  robbed you of every last cent, SUCKERS! "
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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They don't care if you're happy. But they think anyone who reads the article will be fooled. No one who reads it likes it. Funny how

the WEF people get surprised by the reactions of everyone who sees their plans for the rest of us. Those going along with their

program don't know Schwab or the WEF exist.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 10:37:51 AM
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Black Box Voting and the stolen 2020 presidential election are clearly part of the plan.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 6:41:51 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you don't steal an election - you commit criminal fraud and then deny the treasonous act because the fraud was not noticed by

the voting public

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 7:09:26 AM
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ArrowAnne
Joined On 3/28/2015 4:07:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this article about tyranny! You demonstrate a deeper root of evil that I had not seen.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 5:31:15 AM
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Kidtruth
Joined On 12/10/2021 3:25:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The war room advice was so simple, yet it was the best! When the simple, average person has her back against the wall, this is what

makes a way out.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 4:41:40 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I prayed for my preacher to have wisdom and courage.  The next Sunday he got up--just got over Covid--and said, "This virus is

just going to have to run its course. We need to quit letting fear run our lives and love one another again." Perfect love casts out

fear.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 10:41:57 AM
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed. Alex Jones has been warning about this since the late '90s as well as he was the :rst person to say how the pension funds as

well as social security were already looted and stolen. He also did a video called comprehensive annual :nancial reports which I believe

was :rst done by Van Buren on how every state and many big cities have two separate sets of books and how they've been stealing tax

money for decades and setting it up in offshore slush funds to the tune of hundreds of billions and even trillions of dollars. They then

claim that there is no more money in the budget and that they must raise taxes when in fact there are billions of dollars that could be

transferred into the budget, but since it's in a separate account that the accountants never see it looks like they're broke.

Also when they say there's no money in the budget, technically that's correct but that doesn't mean there aren't billions that they can

move into the budget, they just won't so they can continue siphoning off your wealth especially that of the average poor and middle

class worker while giving themselves and adrenaline Rush of thrill empower as they satisfy their own egos and lusts to dominate

others.  We are in a war and we have been since the beginning with the great adversary known as Satan the devil whose name Satan

means adversary. He is the adversary of both God and Mankind and he seeks the elimination of all life from off planet Earth and is

using these people who willingly serve him and the ancient Illuminati bloodlines that date back to the Pharaohs of Egypt to do it.

Jesus warned us about them in the book of Revelation where they are known collectively as the synagogue of Satan because they are

the fake Jews who claim to be Of The bloodline of Israel but they are not and willingly serve Satan through the Egyptian cabal magics

which became Jewish Kabbalah which was originally Egyptian sorcery in magic Solomon learned from his Egyptian wives against God's

wishes.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 3:36:44 AM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the "money" consists of nothing. . .how can nothing disappear legally a dollar is a certain amount of silver- still on the books- but

try claiming the silver. . .

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/11/2021 1:02:53 AM
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a terrible situation for most people to think about but of course, nearly everyone has seen it coming but as one of Jehovah's

Witnesses we knew this was on the way.  I/we do not wish to offend anyone it is just that I feel I cannot keep silent in these grim times

and not offer some help.  Please have a word with them when they call and they will give you access to our Organisation's website and

you will hopefully, feel there is some hope.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 6:31:22 AM
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Stephanie360
Joined On 11/18/2020 6:12:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, it’s all in the Bible and details of how and when remain to be seen.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 7:57:54 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catholics and Mormons and Greek Orthodox are saying similar things. Certain New Age types predict

Something-Big-Will-Happen-Soon. The most, "Meh" among the religious are the Evangelical Protestants from my observations.

Exaggerated normalcy bias and lack of the quality called "openness."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 10:44:59 AM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jehovah's Witnesses are not Christians, just another society misleading others.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 11:57:16 AM
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suggest going to the web site of the witnesses for Jehovah and see for yourselves what they believe.  One thing they have

pointed out for decades is the identity of the scarlet coloured wild beast mentioned in Revelation as :rstly the League of Nations

subsequently the UN.  www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/scarlet-beast-of-revelation-17..
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a best friend, she was a Jehovah Witness, we worked together... then one day I told a Jehovah Witness who came to my

door that I was friends with her, she looked startled, who knew why?  Then I found out, members are not allowed to have friends

outside the church.... she was then shunned at church... ... and we couldn't be friends anymore. This is not a religion, it is a cult.
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ryantisha
Joined On 4/10/2013 8:32:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jehovah's Witnesses are not a cult.  If you knew what the Bible says you would know that.  They are True Christians.
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ChuckDavid
Joined On 12/10/2021 10:38:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone give me a link where to send money to help the cause?
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://aclj.org/   Or Buy mercola products and give them away to people who could use them...
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buying Bobby Kennedy's book for a library or relative I think is a very good way to help!  But there are many ways, pick one that

resonates deeply for you.
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mary.lucas
Joined On 9/23/2020 8:20:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi I am in the UK.  The advice in the article is aimed at the US but we have same problems here.  Can anyone suggest a pro-freedom

British bank please?  Or any tips which might help us here?
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mary.lucas, I was wondering the same. Would be good to know.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can see this happening in a Capitalist country like the U.S. but what about China and Russia and Third world countries how do they :t

into this system?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a hunch that Russia and China will go to war with the globalists. No honor among thieves. Unfortunately, that means

attacking America.
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Plume1152
Joined On 8/3/2012 8:28:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fellow Mercolians, did someone save the Mercola post “We’re at War?” I missed it and I would love to read Dr. Mercola’s take on this BS!

Could you post it with link please? TIA
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT'S SOOOO STRANGE watching a video that describes a system that I and my family have been living under for the past 9 years. Feels

at times that THEY have used our family to beta-test their surveillance and credit systems while traveling abroad. We have been

penalized, funds constantly frozen and then released, interrogated both by uniformed and undercover agents, followed everywhere we

go in the world on a day-to-day basis. Their teams of INTERNATIONAL undercover doctors, psychologist, social workers, law

enforcement ALL have had a hand in causing our family stress while they relentlessly search for the right to destroy another family.

BUT OUR GOD "The Great I AM" IS BIGGER, BETTER and STRONGER than these cowards. GOD kicked the world elite's a$$es out of

heaven (Satan and legion thrown down to Earth), HE humbled the Elites (Pharaohs) of Egypt and HE WILL do it again, AMEN!!! Families

are not criminals or terrorist, but THEY are constantly looking for ways to LABEL us as such, making it easier for them to justify their

dubious actions, harassing a small AMERICAN family. We share our lives with others but even with the proof, people shutdown, this has

been changing.

God does not make or create EVIL, the same way turning off a light switch doesn't make/create the darkness. EVIL is what is left when

you remove OUR GOD of the Bible from the equation. Tyranny is what you get when you remove OUR GOD from the foundations of this

nation. Repent and accept GOD's forgiveness and become an active participant restoring our Biblical foundations, the family circle,

marriage, and speak up for the lives of the unborn.  TO THE GLOBAL RING OF DEGENERATES AND TO THE SABOTEURS HERE ON THIS

MESSAGE BOARD, FEEL FREE TO ADD THIS TO MY EVER GROWING PROFILE. SORRY, I COULDN'T FIND THE EMOJI WITH THE MIDDLE

FINGER. GOD BLESS AMERICA!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Preached!!! Right on brother! 

👍

 Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name which is above every name:

that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth; and that

every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. Philippians 2:9-11
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ann9517
Joined On 9/3/2020 10:36:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said Matt1933!
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SensualFreeSpirit
Joined On 6/7/2014 2:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just don't get why it takes people 2 YEARS to realize we are in a war. I am NOT bragging, but I said this back in March 2020.  Granted I

had been studying the truth about who controls the world since 2015 so I had heard of the rumors, but I didn't know a whole lot about

when it was going to take place & I naively thought it would happen after I passed over. Some people had been studying the truth since

the false ]ag 911 or even before that. I told people, WE ARE IN A WAR, this is holocaust #2, & NO ONE LISTENED. I created a think tank

to strategize. - NOTHING. I was very very upset when I realized that people who claimed they were awake were really sheeples as well.

They were waiting, and waiting, and waiting for evil trumpet to save them, then their gawd or jesus to save them, then the gov't to save

them (yeh right) & then everyone ELSE to save them except for THEM joining with others to help save themselves & humanity. They

DISGUST me. We are now 2 f*cking years behind schedule & people are STILL not waking up & they are using the BS legal system

meant to enslave us THINKING that it's going to help LOL  And they STILL worship the ma:a gov't. SMH At least with the walking dead

mind controlled I don't expect them to give a sh*t because they are braindead, but the ones who know what's going on are doing

NOTHING???? Only a few are buckling down to try & save humanity. And people are STILL spreading the lie that this is a virus & is

deadly.  STOP LYING.  Every time you use the word covid or pandemic, or corona, etc., you SUPPORT the ***!!! Then you brainwashing

yourself & anyone around you who hears you. SMH WAKE UP!!!
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annie1919
Joined On 12/10/2021 8:04:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question I have is how to :nd like-minded people to join in the :ght to save ourselves? I have a small group together, but we

need more. We need to build a parallel society, but most people in  the Mexican town where I live are brainwashed (afraid of the

virus, etc)  the Mexicans but esp the gringos.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, Sensual. I understand you and I am as livid as you are. Could you, please, tell us: what should we do? On what previous

struggles could we inspire our actions? Our ancestors indeed struggled – before the imperialist wars corrupted the lower class

with the consumption ‘carrot’. This happens because, while they consume cheap cr*p, they dream about other, more expensive

things, and just stay put in their submission to the imperialist government… For this reason, it is unlikely that stanleybecker’s

advice (above), although correct, will work… Unless…

The demobilization of the lower class in the US and other imperialist countries has been a great success – fait accompli!

Meanwhile, the exploited countries are so depleted, so impoverished that they are now saying “no more!” Many have already

done so! Others are on the way! Nothing will stop this move.

The resurrection of the Nation State is a presage of changes to come. Just remember that, in imperialist countries (such as the

USA), the elite is extremely reluctant in accepting reality – this is what happened in their extraordinary campaign against

President Trump since he assumed his elected position as President of the USA, a nationalist elected by the nation!

The whole world is at a crossroad. The system will have to change. No Great Reset would ever be allowed by those nations that

have been losing for centuries. With no Great Reset, the transnational upper class and their imperialist States are doomed. Is the

US lower class aware of the implications of this for them? Perhaps, those who are aware should start telling them what will come

next.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, I am not a "trumpet worshiper". I just based my comment about President Trump being a nationalist after comparing his –

opposed by the establishment – attempts at governing the US, and President Biden's attempts, which are supported by the

establishment and the media. Additionally, I deeply distrust the MSM – I believe that, if they oppose or ignore a person, it is

because this person represents a danger to their globalist (imperialist) neoliberal, surreal narrative/agenda...
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In early 2020 when the Covid-19 creeped out from under a rock I noted in email exchanges with friends that this was a hoax.  I

have maintained that position as all of my friends have been fooled and jabbed.  This weekend in my small village we are having

our :rst public demo against Covid-19 regulations.  Wish me/us luck.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@sensualfreespirit, You aren’t as awake as you think you are. God’s Word is THE TRUTH, and if you knew what it actually said,

you would have been able to piece everything together a long time ago. I got news for you…The Bible has already predicted A

coming World Empire which will enslave humanity, and Jesus is the one who returns and ends this kingdom. If you want to be on

winning side, you might wanna put down your Q-codes, and pick up a Bible.

Things are just beginning, and sadly most people have no idea what’s about to hit them. The souls of men are being fought over,

and the majority think they are “awake”, but they are really still on the path to destruction. There is a way which seemeth right

unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death.  A wise man feareth, and departeth from evil: but the fool rageth, and is

con:dent. The fear of the Lord  is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death. The eyes of the Lord  are in every place,

beholding the evil and the good.

The way of the wicked is an abomination unto the Lord: but he loveth him that followeth after righteousness.  Better is little with

the fear of the Lord than great treasure and trouble therewith. The way of life is above to the wise, that he may depart from hell

beneath.  The Lord  is far from the wicked: but he heareth the prayer of the righteous.  The fear of the Lord  is the instruction of

wisdom; and before honour is humility. Proverbs 14:12,16,27,15:3,9,16,24,29,33
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/qYJBxlpfgxo
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many think owning physical gold and silver is really good. Probably the best way to own this is in government minted coins as they are

hard to counterfeit. I have heard and seen that for more than a decade, government minted gold and silver coins are now on limited

productions. I see the most popular and trusted worldwide coins run out early in the new model year, that is, the most trusted coins

dated 2022 will be in short supply within a few months into 2022. So the popular way to own gold and silver nowadays is in the form of

ETF's, that is, stocks that represent gold or silver and 100% backed in gold or silver and ]uctuate daily with the price of the underlying

asset.

But being a stock traded on the NYSE, I see those that control the ETF can illegally create fake electronic stock without our knowledge

just like the federal reserve nowadays is doing with our money supply to support Covid. Noticing these things makes me wonder that a

government of a country can control the amount and price of gold and silver to its citizens. I get the impression most gold and silver

nowadays is owned through ETF's in a retirement account or IRA as trying to own any physical metal in any meaningful (retirement

asset) way would be a burden and a hassle.
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sschank
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone suggest decent and trustworthy bank in NJ?  Pro freedom groups?   Thanks, S
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been with Valley Bank for years ... It is a regional bank I believe mostly in the northern part of the state, but as always, do

your homework.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where I grew up and lived in northern Bergen Cty., NJ, (1945-1977, close to upstate NY), prior to 1977, I had a similar need to :nd

a substantial bank, so I connected with Marine Midland Bank in Rockland Cty, NY, who since has changed hands over the years,

en.wikipedia.org/.../Marine_Midland_Bank       . But my point is that if you live in NJ reasonably close to NY or PA, you might

consider out-of-state banking as I had done to help :nd a "decent and trustworthy" bank.

I remember back in the early 70s, writing my :rst 2A political victory donation check to the NRA, on a Marine Midland Bank

check, which I still have the original canceled copy of in my :les. That was just prior to the inception of the NRA's legally required

ILA and PVC Federal election donation funds accountability requirements. en.wikipedia.org/.../Marine_Midland_Bank        

 "Pro-freedom group" in the Ps'R of NJ??? Oh brother, good luck with that, you sure have your work cut out for you. :-( Try this:

https://njlp.org/   ALSO: pressofatlanticcity.com/news/breaking/retired-cumberland-teacher-faces..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmmm...."trustworthy" and "bank" in the same sentence? That's like oil and water. Let me know when you :nd such a thing.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You’re seeing the Beast System coming into Power just as the Bible said it would in the last days. Nothing is going to change that, as

God’s Word has already told us what’s going to take place. If you are scared and confused, feeing powerless to stop all the chaos,

wondering what to do now, then you can start here: Start by Repenting and seeking God…then live each day in His truth, seeking His will

for your life. Tell others, and spread the Good News. Jesus has already provided The Way out of this mess. We have all broken God’s

Laws, and the penalty for this is death. Trying to be “good” won’t change this fact. We are all evil. The Bible says, “For ALL have sinned

and fall short of the glory of God.” The only way to be redeemed is through Jesus. The sacri:cial lamb of God, who’s perfect sin-free life

was offered as payment for those of us who are willing to accept it. Ditch your Religion, and put your faith in Jesus…Read His Word, and

wait on Him to bring you peace.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2000 years ago people were advised to repent, and travel the cramped road of holiness.  A very diucult way to live at :rst, but the

paradox is that the diucult way becomes easier than the way of the non repentant.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/10/2021 12:53:09 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You cannot use prayer to stop what the Bible says is going to happen, from happening.  What we need to be praying about is asking God

to prepare us for the coming of Jesus who has promised to destroy the antichrist and his world-order when He comes.  All of these

things must happen, because God is a just judge, and will only judge the world-order when it has achieved its desired evil end.  There is

a marvelous future, won for us by Jesus when He died on the Cross.  But Jesus is not only "Alpha" but "Omega" and He must and will tie

up every loose end before He brings His kingdom to the earth.
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jsteedleyyahoo.com
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:48:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is coming is the most demonic & most corrupt system our world has ever seen. Worse, we can not stop it. This what Scripture

warns about when it says "nobody can buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its

name."  It is describing a system of control.  That is why there is no "food sovereignty". When people can't buy, or grow, food they will

have to cooperate w/ TPTB or suffer. Many today have no spirituality, no sense of spiritual values which leads to the lack of morality.

This is by design, to spiritually 'handicap' humanity & to make us more compliant. Our world is under demonic control, the ***

cooperated w/ the worst evil, up to that time. Now it is even more evil, more corrupt, more debased.  Soon we will see government

attack religion as never before. That is the sign that the end of all human government nears. We know what Jesus said about this time.

He said "there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again". The

coming famine will be more severe than ever, so many will willing submit to being 'owned' to be 'fed'. Look at what the *** did in the

concentration camps for a hint of our future. The key is in believing our lives can be 'replaced', Jesus said "whoever wants to save his

life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake is the one who will save it".—Luke 9:24. He also said "he who believes in me shall

live even if he dies", showing there is hope even if we die.—John 11:25. Do not think we mere humans can stop demons.—2

Thessalonians 2:9-12. Our only hope is to remain faithful to the only source of life, the One that raised His dear Son from the grave.

Acts 2:24.  That is a guarantee to all.—Acts 17:31. All human history has lead up to the time when humanity would perish if not for

Almighty God saving the human race at the last moment. May we all endure through the end.
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CrossWise
Joined On 10/23/2020 4:50:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for writing God's truth. May He grant you to continue in this.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Luciferians began taking God out of the picture, decades ago! Remember when they removed the Bibles from the

"educational" system? That's when it began!
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tladyblue
Joined On 1/8/2021 8:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spot on but unfortunately even some of the most spiritual among us are lining up for the shot and recommending it. It breaks my

heart to think they drank the kool aid and don't see through this madness. It's frustrating to hear our spiritual brothers and sisters

quote MSM, 'Faulsie' and boast about their booster without any credit given to our great God and his design of the immune

system. Watching many of  them sni�e, cough and clear their throats sounding like they have colds, (most likely breakthrough

Covid) others with slack faces from a recent onset of Bells Palsy...

Then theres the stories of blood clots, cancer, sudden heart problems and the list goes on coming from the talking heads from a

zoom screen of many too terri:ed to leave their house without double masking and staying far and wide from any human outside

of their own families. They think that soon it will be over. Soon they can all get together again and hug their fellow vaccinated

friends. Soon they will be free of their prison and life will be like it was before. Unfortunately their compromised immune systems

will go into shock of all the onset of sudden germs and they'll be sick with whatever new variant thrown at us. Sadly it makes me

lose my faith in 'them'...but thankfully not in the God we all serve that must be up there shaking his head.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting! I have a friend who begs to differ. I won't mention his name. He is very lethal. He can't read and he is deaf. So nothing

on paper has any value to him. I pitty the fool who "makes his day".
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, so refreshing to actually see someone on this forum speaking Biblical Truths. Your comment should be at the top!
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williamgrant365gmail.com
Joined On 12/10/2021 2:50:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

KNOW that all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. Romans 3:23 - UNDERSTAND the wages of sin is death. Romans 6:23. -

CONFESS that Jesus Christ is Lord, and believe in your heart that God raised Him from the dead. Romans 10:9 - REPENT of your

sins Luke 13:3 - READ and STUDY God's Word to show yourself approved. 2 Timothy 2:15 - PUT ON the whole armor of God. Ephesians

6:11- BEWARE of the son of perdition who is coming :rst disguised as Jesus to oppose and exalt himself above all that is called God, or

worshipped.  2 Thessalonians 2:3,4 - WATCH and PRAY until the true Christ returns. Luke 12:37 Remain as a chaste virgin waiting for 

her true husband. (Christ)2 Corinthians 11:2 Shepherds Chapel on YouTube explains the whole Bible God bless
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmm...but williamgrant3265gmail.com....why do Christian schools .teach lies to children??  lie like the world trade centers

were brought down by being splashed with diesel fuel AKA as Jet fuel......when its NOT Possible... Or why do Christians go

against what you bible book has stated in several places "earth does NOT Move"  buit the Christioan schools teack  spinning

earth at 1000 miles per hour...]ying thru some imaginary outer space.........Humm...."Earth does NOT move"  and you're telling

kids that it does.........Hum...what else are to brain washing student with?  Humm?  Hitler called it Propaganda......
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ryantisha
Joined On 4/10/2013 8:32:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrob  -  Because they are not really Christians.  "They have a form of godly devotion but prove false to it".  The vast majority of

so-called Christians do not really know the Bible.  Sad.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgive me the humor but does “Catherine” have Fitts?
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes.  Unlike you she has the Slavehating Tyranny Fitts.
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GreenBacker
Joined On 6/29/2021 8:14:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc, please. I write as a long time fan - got your COVID book, and Kennedy’s “FAUCI !” book on order, and as a big fan of CAF’s

opposition to Central Bank Digital Currency – in fact am ACTIVELY defending and promoting her CBDC stance among the US

monetary-reform community rig – CBDC's lack of informational and monetary sovereignty IS the REAL SCAM. But I gotta say, NONE of

this seems suuciently REAL – like with PROOF – for me to tag along. She lost me with this: “The citizens want the country to go to the

RIGHT, and the Government wants it to go to the LEFT”. Violates everything I know about the polling. Start right here, Doc.  At the

beginning.

• “” In 1998, trillions of dollars started to get sucked out of the U.S. government by  the central banks. Our retirement funds have been

looted and will within just a few years be nonexistent.””  So, Fact-Checked , HOW ?? Did you see the money in the government’s

accounts, and then you saw it ‘gone’?  Because that’s what WE need to make or defend such a statement.  What is wrong with this

above “quoted” lead statement, at a minimum, is there is zero face-saving logic to it.  Soooo, $TRILLIONS “started” to get “sucked out”

of the US government ( ACCOUNTS ?)  “by the central banks “ -  WTF ?? Does our government have control over $$TRILLIONS of OUR

retirement funds in “other” central banks ??  Or, anywhere ??

Unless you are a Guv employee, your retirement funds are not government controlled, but PRIVATE, in fact. So, where did the

$$$TRILLIONS in former GUV money “go” ?? Flying around with liquid $Trillions that have been heisted leaves you with few ‘landing’

options. Account-wise.  Not ONE link to backup reports, data. Where’s the 2015 Study with Dr Skidmore that found $22 TRILLION gone

somewhere ? Doc, please just ‘can’ this aberration until your claimed fact-checking can provide your readers with “proof” …. like you do

with everything else. Most respectfully. Thanks.  The Money Apprentice
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the "retirement funds" mentioned are pension funds and medicare, as the government does not have the money to pay

them... people are living too long, and promises are easy to make.  And every country on earth has the same problem, this

pandemic will take care of that, older people will die.
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fgb6193
Joined On 4/2/2018 11:08:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fitts is a :nancial nobody. I don't know why you keep pushing her. She damages your reputation Joe.
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